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I2U2's first forays to help India in crop
exports, build clean energy hub

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, July 14: The first ‘I2U2’ sum-
mit on Thursday zeroed in on two specific
projects with initial investments of $ 1.33 bil-
lion to give Indian farmers guaranteed
access to Middle East markets and set up a
clean energy project in Gujarat to make
India the supply chain hub of renewable
energy. These are among the half a dozen
projects identified by the Sherpas of the four
countries before Thursday’s virtual summit
between PM Narendra Modi along with US
President Joe Biden, UAE President
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan and Israel
PM Yair Lapid. A joint statement issued
after the summit said the “unique grouping
of countries” aims to harness the entrepre-
neurial spirit to tackle some of the greatest
global challenges through joint investments
in water, energy, transportation, space,
health, and food security. Thursday’s inau-
gural I2U2 leaders meeting focused on the
food security crisis and clean energy. The
leaders discussed innovative ways to ensure
longer-term, more diversified food produc-

tion and food delivery systems that can bet-
ter manage global food shocks. To this end,
UAE will invest $ 2 billion to develop food

parks in India with expertise from the US
and Israel to maximise crop yields and, in
turn, help tackle food insecurity in South

Asia and the Middle East. Two states –
Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat – have started
exploring options and have identified

banana, potato, rice, spices and onions for
the food parks. “We will use this as an oppor-
tunity to export perishable food products

grown in this corridor to the strategic mar-
kets of the Gulf through UAE. It will enable
significant job creation in India,” explained
Foreign Secretary Vinay Kwatra. The sec-
ond is a hybrid renewable energy project in
Gujarat consisting of 300 mw of wind and
solar capacity complemented by a battery
energy storage system. The US Trade and
Development Agency funded a feasibility
study for the $ 330 million project and UAE
companies will be investment partners.
Such projects have the potential to make
India a global hub for alternate supply
chains in the renewable energy sector, said
the Foreign Secretary. The ‘I2U2’ backed
the Abraham Accords which enabled the
emergence of these opportunities of eco-
nomic cooperation in the Middle East and
South Asia. The I2U2 joint statement said
the two projects were only the first in a long-
term strategic partnership to promote initia-
tives and investments that improve the
movement of people and goods, and
increase sustainability and resilience
through collaborative science and technolo-
gy partnerships.

Much ado about nothing, govt sources say
on 'unparliamentary words' row

Naresh Malhotra

New Delhi, July 14: With the opposi-
tion Congress and the TMC outraging
over alleged censorship of Parliament
with reference to a compendium of unpar-
liamentary words published by the Lok
Sabha Secretariat on Wednesday, govern-
ment sources have now reacted saying it’s
a case of much ado about nothing. Most of
the words listed as unparliamentary in the
compendium have been there since the
times of the Congress-led UPA govern-
ment, a source said on Thursday after
Congress’s Jairam Ramesh argued that
most “no-use” words listed in the booklet
were the ones the opposition was using to
describe Narendra Modi-led NDA govern-
ment. Video Player is loading. Many other
words, government sources said, are such
as were expunged either by state assem-
blies or by the parliaments of the com-
monwealth nations. “The bankrupt poli-
tics of the opposition is all too clear.
Today, the opposition has created a lot of

hue and cry about the compilation of
unparliamentary words in Parliament. But

what is amusing is that they have tried to
create a storm without knowing the facts,”
official sources said. They said the list is

brought out every year and is not a new
suggestion, but merely a compilation of

words already expunged in the Lok
Sabha, Rajya Sabha or state legislatures.
“It also contains a list of words considered

unparliamentary in parliaments of
Commonwealth countries. For instance,
the word “abused” was considered unpar-
liamentary in Australia’s House of
Representatives. The word “childishness”
was considered unparliamentary in
Quebec’s National Assembly. ‘Lollipops in
the budget’ was expunged from the
Punjab Assembly. The Punjab Assembly
also expunged the phrase ‘you have
reached here telling a lie’. Sources point-
ed to the words “ant-shant, aksham”,
which we expunged from the
Chhattisgarh Assembly. “The words
‘anpadh, anargal’ were expunged from the
Rajasthan Assembly. Most of these words
were considered unparliamentary even
during the UPA government. The booklet
is a mere compilation of the words, not
suggestions or order,” said government
sources. The Lok Sabha compendium
itself clarifies that the last word in matters
of expunging would be of the Speaker and
Rajya Sabha chairman and the compila-
tion is just for reference.

CBI files fresh case against Mehul Choksi for
‘defrauding’ Canara Bank-led consortium

Nashir Husain

New Delhi, July 14: The CBI has a filed
a fresh FIR against fugitive diamantaire
Mehul Choksi for allegedly cheating a
Canara Bank-led consortium to the tune of
Rs 55.27 crore, officials said on
Thursday. The agency acted nearly a
year after the bank gave its complaint
on August 30, 2021 against Bezel
Jewellery, earlier known as D’damas
jewellery, a part of Gitanjali Gems, and
its whole-time directors, including
Choksi, Chetna Jhaveri, Dinesh Bhatia
and Milind Limaye. The Maharashtra
government allowed the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to probe
the case, granting sanction under the
Delhi Special Police Establishment Act,
which governs the agency, on February
22 this year. The CBI conducted search-
es at the premises of Jhaveri, Bhatia and
Limaye in Mumbai after registering the
FIR on Tuesday. The Canara Bank and the
Bank of Maharashtra had sanctioned Rs 30
crore and Rs 25 crore respectively as work-
ing capital facility to Bezel Jewellery under

a consortium agreement. When the Punjab
National Bank (PNB) flagged a Rs 13,000-
crore fraud by Choksi and his nephew
Nirav Modi in January 2018, the other lend-
ing banks, at a meeting on February 21,
2018, decided to call the accounts of the

group companies and the non-performing
assets (NPAs). They subsequently ordered
a forensic audit that showed gross irregu-
larities in the company’s accounts, the FIR
alleged. The outstanding amount, which
was Rs 55.27 crore as on the date of the

NPA in 2017-18, had swollen to Rs 78.14
crore on August 12, 2021, days before the
banks filed the CBI complaint, it said. The
prime security held by the bank includes
stocks of jewellers at various godowns and
book debts that were seized by the

Enforcement Directorate (ED) in
the PNB fraud case. “Branch has
written to the Enforcement
Directorate about our charge on the
stocks which belong to Bezel
Jewellery. However, they are yet to
hear from them,” it said. It is alleged
that though the loan was granted for
the manufacturing and sale of gold
and diamond-studded jewellery, the
company did not route any of the
business transactions through the
account to hide diversion of funds.
“...it is observed that the company
has not routed any of the business

transactions through the account since the
beginning and transactions which appear
in the account are with their group con-
cerns only, which indicate diversion of
funds,” the Canara Bank said in its com-
plaint, which is now part of the FIR. 

BJP running ‘Operation Kamal’ even in Presidential
polls; money power at play, alleges Yashwant Sinha

Sanjay Kumar

Bhopal, July 14: Opposition parties’
Presidential candidate Yashwant Sinha on
Thursday accused the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) of indulging in horse
trading in the election for the country’s
highest constitutional post and sought a
probe into it. He claimed that the saffron
party was carrying out ‘Operation Kamal’,
under which it was allegedly offering
“huge money to non-BJP MLAs” to
ensure its presidential candidate’s win as
it is afraid of the outcome of a free and fair
election. Kamal or lotus is the poll symbol
of the BJP. In recent years, the opposition
parties have been accusing the BJP of car-
rying out ‘Operation Kamal’ to gain power
in the states where it does not rule. The
opposition uses the term to describe the
saffron party’s alleged attempts to engi-
neer defection for forming a government.
The BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) has fielded Droupadi
Murmu, a tribal leader from Odisha, as its

candidate for the election to the post of
president. Election for the top post will be

held on July 18. Talking to reporters after
meeting Congress MLAs here, Sinha
said, “This morning, I read with deep dis-
tress the news published in a leading
newspaper in Madhya Pradesh with the

headline - ‘BJP eyeing 28 tribal MLAs of
Congress, cross voting preparation’.” “I
have also heard from credible sources
that huge sums of money are being
offered to non-BJP MLAs to vote for the
party’s candidate in the presidential elec-
tions,” he alleged. This clearly means that
‘Operation Kamal’ is now being put into
effect even in the election to the highest
office of the Republic, Sinha said, adding
that it also shows that the BJP is afraid of
the outcome of a free and fair presidential
election. He said that Congress’s tribal
MLA and former state minister Umang
Singhar clearly said during a meeting that
he has been pressured. “What kind of pol-
itics is being played in the
country...Forget the presidential elec-
tions...,” he said. Sinha’s remark comes
amid a buzz in political circles that a BJP
leader has contacted Singhar for cross-
voting. “Since the beginning, they have
been saying that Yashwant Sinha is a
defeated candidate. 

'Unparliamentary' words row: Lok
Sabha Speaker Om Birla says no
words banned from usage, calls
such listing a routine exercise

New Delhi, July 14: After nationwide debate on Lok
Sabha Secretariat’s booklet that has furnished a long
list of words which would be considered as unparlia-
mentary to use by lawmakers, the lower house speak-
er Om Birla on Thursday cleared the air on this issue
stating that no words have been banned from usage in
Lok Sabha. Birla said that this is a routine exercise as
words to be expunged during the course of debate
have been listed from time to time since 1954. Lok
Sabha speaker Birla said the lower house secretariat

compendium of unparliamentary words contains
words expunged by presiding officers of LS, RS and
state assemblies, for example the word “ashamed” was
expunged in context in 2012. “Whenever a word spo-
ken by an MP is expunged, notice is issued to MP con-
cerned. If they reason with the secretariat we take
their views on board. The words in LS book only con-
tain words which were unparliamentary when spoken
in a certain context. If opposition had an objection at
the time of expunging of words MPs should have
raised objections then” said Birla. He further said it is
wrong to blame government as house is an
autonomous body and words documented as unparlia-
mentary have been spoken by both side MPs. “Can’t
debate on each word. The words in LS compendium
are words spoken by both sides, it’s not as if only
words used by opposition were expunged. For
instance koyla chor has also been expunged. Who
would have spoken this?” asks Birla.

1984 anti-Sikh riots: Special
Investigation Team arrests 3

people from UP's Kanpur
Kanpur (UP), July 14: A special investigation team

probing the 1984 anti-Sikh riots on Thursday arrested
three more people who were allegedly part of a mob
that had set houses ablaze here killing several people,
an official said. As many as 127 people were killed in
the riots in Kanpur. The special investigation team
(SIT) was formed by the Uttar Pradesh government
three years ago on the orders of the Supreme Court to
reinvestigate the cases. The SIT has so far arrested 22
people in connection with the violence that occurred
following the assassination of then prime minister
Indira Gandhi by her Sikh bodyguards in Delhi on the
morning of October 31, 1984. The fresh arrests were
made in two cases, one of which was lodged with the
Naubasta police and the other with the Govind Nagar
police. The three arrested have been identified as
Chandra Pratap Singh (67), Anil Nigam (61) and Ram
Chandra Pal (61), the younger brother of Kailash Pal
who was arrested on Tuesday. They were produced
before a court, which remanded them in judicial cus-
tody for 14 days, said Deputy Inspector General of
Police (DIG) Balendu Bhushan Singh, who is heading
the SIT. The accused have been booked under Indian
Penal Code (IPC) Sections 147 and 148 (Rioting armed
with deadly weapon) 323 (voluntarily causing hurt)
302 (murder) and 436 (mischief by fire or explosive
substance with intent to destroy house), he said.
Efforts are on to arrest 51 others of whom over a
dozen have been traced but are currently absconding.
They have been named in two separate FIRs lodged
with the Panki and Govind Nagar police, the DIG
added. The crackdown started on June 15 after the SIT
held four prime accused from Ghatampur, followed by
two more arrests on June 21. Just 20 days ago, the SIT
nabbed five more people. On July 6, the SIT arrested
four people, including two brothers—Yogesh Sharma
(65) and Bharat Sharma (60) -- both residents of
Dabauli in Govind Nagar. Just three days ago, four
more people were arrested. 

Union Minister Anurag Thakur
visits newly built IIIT-Una

UNA, JULY 14: Anurag Thakur, Union Minister
for Information and Broadcasting, Youth Affairs
and Sports, today visited the Indian Institute of
Information Technology (IIIT) at Saloh village in
Haroli. He also interacted with IIIT Director S
Selva Kumar and Registrar Amarnath Gill. Anurag
Thakur visited Badsar village, Hamirpur, to pay
tribute to Rakesh Babli, who died due to a cardiac
arrest during his tour to Kinnaur on July 2. He said
the void created by Babli’s death could not be
filled. Anurag assured his parents that the party
would always stand by them. A sum of Rs 128 crore
has been spent on the construction of the academ-
ic campus and hostels, said the minister, adding
that the newly constructed IIIT building would be
dedicated to the nation as soon as the sports infra-
structure was complete. Anurag said the campus
of the IIIT, one of the premier institutes, had been
constructed on a 560-acre plot. He expressed hap-
piness that the placement record of the institution
was very good. The Union minister later met fami-
ly members of former BJP president of Haroli
Ravinder Jaswal, who died some days before.
Interacting with mediapersons, he said the govern-
ment in the state had worked for the betterment of
all sections of society. The BJP would retain power
in the Assembly elections. Speaking about the
Centre, Anurag said the Narendra Modi govern-
ment had continuously worked towards strength-
ening the armed forces, be it the procurement of
fighter jets, armaments or 2 lakh bullet-proof jack-
ets for soldiers.

Goa’s Mopa airport
commissioning after 

August 15: CM Pramod Sawant
Panaji, July 14: Goa Chief Minister Pramod

Sawant has said the Mopa international air-
port, which is expected to double the number
of flights landing in the state, will be commis-
sioned after August 15. Speaking in the state
Assembly during the monsoon session on
Wednesday, Sawant said, “Almost 90 per cent
of work on the project has been completed and
trials at the airport are on.” The airport at
Mopa in North Goa district would be commis-
sioned “between August 15 and September 1
this year,” he said. A Skill Development Centre
has already started operating at the airport
site where students are being trained for the
purpose of employment in the project. More
students would be enrolled in the coming
days, the CM said. After the commissioning of
the Mopa airport, the existing Dabolim airport
in the coastal state will not be closed and flight
operations will continue there, he added. The
Dabolim international airport, located in South
Goa district, operates as a civil enclave in a mil-
itary airbase named INS Hansa. CM Sawant
on Monday said in the Assembly that only 70
flights land at the Dabolim Airport on a daily
basis, as no landing is permitted from 9 am to
2 pm at the facility. 

Presidential poll: Shiv Sena lawmakers
supporting Uddhav Thackeray not to

attend Murmu meet
Mumbai, July 14: Shiv Sena MLAs and

MPs loyal to former Maharashtra CM Uddhav
Thackeray will not attend a meeting to be held
in Mumbai on Thursday for the presidential
poll campaign of National Democratic Alliance
nominee Droupadi Murmu. “We are not going
for the meeting. There is no message yet
whether Murmu will visit Uddhavji at
‘Matoshree’,” Sena’s Sindhudurg MP Vinayak
Raut told.‘Matoshree’ is the private residence
of Thackeray in Bandra area of Mumbai.
Thackeray on Tuesday announced his party’s
support for Murmu in the July 18 presidential
election. He had said the Sena was announc-
ing support for Murmu without any pressure,
while acknowledging that this is the first occa-
sion wherein a tribal woman is getting the
opportunity to become the country’s presi-
dent. The Shiv Sena has 19 members in the
Lok Sabha and three in the Rajya Sabha. It has
55 MLAs in the 288-member Maharashtra
Assembly, whose current strength is 287 due
to the death of a legislator. Out of the 55 Sena
MLAs, 15 are with Thackeray, while the others
have joined the faction led by Chief Minister
Eknath Shinde.
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GURUGRAM: Within a couple of days of the
Sohna highway opening for traffic, its management
is giving police a headache. The 22km highway is
access controlled and has no city exit. The only exit
available is midway - 12 km away near the toll plaza
at Ghamroj. It begins at Rajiv Chowk with an elevat-
ed stretch, which hundreds of motorists are mis-
taking for a flyover. By the time they are realising
this, they are already kilometres into the road.And
with no city exits, the confused motorists are turn-
ing back and driving down the wrong side, bring-
ing high-speed traffic face to face with each other.
Many have also been using the two entry points -
one at Subhash Chowk and another near Jail Road
in Bhondsi - on the Gurugram -Sohna carriageway
as exits. Motorists complained there is
no signage at the main entry to the
road, informing them that it should not
be used by the city traffic. Police have
installed one at Rajiv Chowk but that
hasn't quite worked.

The other carriageway that begins
at Ghamroj toll plaza has two city exits
- one at BSF camp in Bhondsi and
another at Subhash Chowk - for vehi-
cles coming to the city from the Sohna
side."The highway is only meant for
those moving between Gurugram and
Sohna. For the rest of us, it is out of
bounds," said Manish Advani, a busi-
nessman who had to pace up the
stretch twice to visit Raheja Mall near
Subhash Chowk. "There are no sign
boards or information that once you
enter this, there's no exit at all. And
people are being forced to drive on the
wrong side and forcefully exit from the
cuts meant for entry."

On Wednesday, TOI spotted that
the access points on the highway have
become traffic bottlenecks at Subhash
Chowk and Badshapur. The National
Highways Authority of India (NHAI)
has provided cuts but on the
Gurugram -Sohna side, it's only for
entrance, and an exit is available 12km

away near the toll plaza at Ghamroj. On the Sohna-
Gurugram side, the cuts are meant only for
exits.For cops stationed at the cuts, managing traf-
fic has become a daunting task. "If we move from
here even for a minute, this entire stretch will get
choked. We are not imposing fines on anybody
right now and only generating awareness," said
Anoop Kumar, a traffic constable stationed near
Subhash Chowk.At Subhash Chowk, traffic ops
had to install their own signage after the situation
got out of hands on Tuesday evening. But that has
brought little to no relief. Besides the challenge of
managing the traffic, there's a high probability of
lethal accidents as the highway is a high-speed cor-
ridor. "I narrowly missed being hit by an SUV as I

was taking a U-turn to drive on the wrong side to
take an exit," said Nitish Kumar, a shop owner at
Badshapur.Experts, however, made a case for the
installation of proper signage and an awareness
drive to make the commuters understand the
nature and purpose of this high-speed
corridor.City-based road safety expert Sewa Ram
said, "The objective was to reduce the travel time
between Gurugram
and Sohna, so one
cannot question the
decision to keep it
access-controlled.
But commuters are
unaware of this.

Gurugram city traffic
sparks Sohna highway chaos
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NAME CHANGE
I, ANJNA W/o NO-3994715L
L/NK RAVI DATT SHARMA
R/o VILL-JOL, PO-DANGAR,
TEH-GHUMARWIN, DISTT-
BILASPUR,H.P-174023 have
changed my name from ANJNA
to ANJNA KUMARI for all future
purposes vide affidavit dated
13/07/2022 before Executive
Magistrate Ghumarwin, District,
Bilaspur, (H.P).

NAME CHANGE
I, JITESH KUMAR GUPTA S/O
SURESH KUMAR GUPTA
residing at 3A, N-BLOCK,
SAKET, DELHI-110017 have
changed my name to JITESH
GUPTA for all future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, Anita Rani w/o Bhupender
Kumar R/o 7/3537, Gali No. 7,
Reghar Pura, Karol Bagh, New
Delhi-110005, have changed
my name to Anita Kumar for all
future purposes

NAME CHANGE
I, Bhupinder Kumar s/o Jai
Singh R/o 7/3537, Gali No. 7,
Reghar Pura, Karol Bagh, New
Delhi-110005, have changed
my name to Bhupender Kumar
for all future purposes

PUBLIC NOTICE
Be it known to all that my client
Smt. Meena Sharma W/o. Late
Sh. Raja Ram Sharma owner of
R/o K-72, Jaitpur Ext., Badarpur
New Delhi-110044 has dis-
owned and disinherited her son
Ashish Sharma from her all
immovable and movable prop-
erties/assets including my
above residence and have sev-
ered all relations with him. My
client shall not be responsible for
any act and omission of said dis-
owned son.

Akshay Sharma
Advocate

741, Saket District Courts, 
Saket, New Delhi-110017

NAME CHANGE
I, SANDHYA J W/o NO- JC-
312154X SUB  JAYAKUMAR J
residing at SREENITHYAM,
STREET-KIZHAVOOR, PO-
MUKHATHALA, VILL-
THAZHUTHALA, TALUK-KOL-
LAM, DISTT-KOLLAM, KER-
ALA-691577, have changed
my name from SANDHYA J to
SANDHYA S S for all future
purposes vide affidavit dated
14/07/2022 before Notary
Public, Delhi.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Information is given to general
public at large that our client
Smt. Seema Jindal w/o Sh.
Mukesh Kumar Jindal are will-
ing to purchase Freehold
Residential Old House no.
226-A, & New No. 83, area
measuring 75 sq. yds. out of
Khasra no. 246mi Situated at
Mohalla Kailash Nagar at
Village Kela Pragna Loni Tehsil
& Distt. Ghaziabad Uttar
Pradesh. from Sh. Kailash
Chand Arora & Smt. Madhu
Malhotra Initially Smt. Basant
Rani w/o Sh. Kailash Chand
Arora acquired by property
from Smt. Krishna Kumari, Sh.
Charanjeet Lal & Sh. Rajinder
Kumar, Smt. Bimla Kumari &
Smt. Kamlesh Kumari by virtue
of Sale Deed dated 15.01.1992
Doc no. 224, Vol no. 363 Page
no. 313-322 SR- GZB
Thereafter Smt. Basant Rani
died on 12.06.1999 leaving
behind following the legal heirs
namely Sh. Kailash Chand
Arora (husband) & Smt. Madhu
Malhotra (Daughter) Now our
client is declaring that that any
other Person does not have
any right over the said proper-
ty. And same property is going
to sold Smt. Seema Jindal w/o
Sh. Mukesh Kumar Jindal &
same property is going to be
financed by AAVAS
FINANCIERS LIMITED Branch
Modi Nagar Uttar Pradesh.   If
any person is having objection
right of claim against the said
property, contact to under-
signed along with supporting
documents within 7 days from
the date of publication of this
notice and or the same to the
undersigned if found by any
one. Thereafter no claim shall
be entertained

[NAVEEN KUMAR VERMA] 
Advocate

F-211, Sector-3,
Vaishali, Ghaziabad,

Uttar Pradesh-201010
(Contact at 09958871432)

NAME CHANGE
I, RITA SEMWAL W/o NO-
4081751X  HAV  SOMWARI
LAL R/O VILL-SEMWAL
GAON, PO-JADGAON (SATY-
ON), TEH-DHANOLTI, DISTT-
TEHRI GARHWAL, UTTARAK-
HAND-249145, have changed
my name from RITA SEMWAL
to REETA SEMWAL for all
future purposes vide affidavit
dated 14/07/2022 before Notary
Public, Delhi.
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certificates was further depriving them Kathmandu Nepal's Parliament on 
of education and other facilities. I Wednesday passed the country’s first 
appeal to help create an environment to Citizenship Amendment Bill, which 
endorse the new bill and for headway to was under discussion for more than 
implement the law by formulating new two years as it could not forge a 
laws,” the Home Minister said.c o n s e n s u s  a m o n g  p o l i t i c a l  

parties.The bill has been under Khand exuded confidence that the new 
discussion in the House of  bill would be taken forward in the 
Representatives since 2020, but it Upper House of Parliament or the 
failed to be endorsed due to National Assembly on Thursday 
differences among the political d u r i n g  w h i c h  c l a u s e - w i s e  Bill 2022 before the lawmakers, and 
parties over certain provisions, namely deliberations would begin.Last week, said that the bill has been tabled in 
the seven-year waiting period for the Nepal government had withdrawn parliament to amend the Nepal 
obtaining naturalised citizenship for the Citizenship Bill from the House of Citizenship Act 2006 and make 
foreign women married to Nepali men. Representatives after the main provisions for providing citizenship as 

opposition CPN-UML lawmakers In the meeting of the lower house of directed by the Constitution.
protested against its proposals.In 2018, Pa r l i amen t  o r  t he  House  o f  “There are thousands of people who are 
the then KP Sharma Oli government Representatives on Wednesday, Home deprived of citizenship certificates 
had registered the bill at the Parliament Minister Bal Krishna Khand presented although their parents are citizens of 
Secretariat.Nepal’s first Citizenship Amendment Nepal. The lack of citizenship 

NEWS BOX

US Urges Peaceful Transfer Of  Power 
In Sri Lanka Amid Mass Protests

Nepal's Parliament passes first 
Citizenship Amendment Bill

and Byrne were let into the executive up to the internet."Washington: A White House lawyer 
mansion by a junior staffer, White House described the late-night meeting in the "It got to a point where the screaming was 
lawyers were alerted to their unscheduled Oval Office as "nuts." A presidential aide completely, completely out there," 
presence.Powell said the group were said it was "unhinged." Herschmann said. "It was late at night. It 
alone with the president for 10 to 15 had been a long day and what they were President Donald Trump was huddled with 
minutes before White House counsel Pat proposing I thought was nuts."three outside advisers proposing 
Cipollone rushed over to the Oval Office, outlandish schemes to overturn the results Herschmann said he pointed out that all of 
setting a new "land speed record.""I didn't of the 2020 election andkeep him in Trump's legal challenges to the election 
understand how they had gotten in," power.The House panel probing the results had been tossed out of court, to 
Cipollone told the committee. "I was not January 6, 2021 attack on the US Capitol which Powell replied: "Well the judges 
happy to see the people who were in the by Trump supporters has unearthed are corrupt.""And I say 'Every one?'" 
Oval Office."I don't think any of these stunning new details about what Herschmann said. "Every one of them is other, throwing insults at each other."
people were providing the president with committee member Jamie Raskin called corrupt? Even the ones we appointed?"Cassidy Hutchinson, an aide to Trump's 
good advice."Cipollone said he was the "craziest meeting of the Trump Herschmann said at one point that Flynn, a chief of staff Mark Meadows, could hear 
"vehemently opposed" to Powell being presidency."Participants in the December retired general, "screamed at me that I was the commotion in the Oval Office and 
named special counsel, and that seizing 18, 2020 strategy session at the White a quitter.""So, I yelled back: 'Either come texted to another staffer that the West 
voting machines was a "terrible House were Trump, Sidney Powell, a over, or sit your effing ass back down,'" he Wing is "UNHINGED."Cipollone, the 
idea."Raskin said there was a "heated and campaign attorney actively pushing said.Lyons said the meeting ended after chief White House counsel, said the 
profane clash" between Cipollone, other conspiracy theories, former national midnight having "landed where we outside advisers were "attacking me 
White House staffers and the outside security adviser Michael Flynn, and started.""Which was Sidney Powell was verbally" for not showing loyalty to 
advisers lasting more than six hours.The Patrick Byrne, the former chief executive fighting, Mike Flynn was fighting -- they Trump by investigating claims of election 
group was joined at one point by former of Overstock.com.According to the were looking for avenues that would fraud."We were pushing back and we 
New York mayor Rudy Giuliani, Trump's committee, they arrived with a draft enable, that would result in President were asking one simple question as a 
personal attorney, who had been Executive Order for Trump to sign that Trump remaining President Trump for a general matter: 'Where is the evidence?'" 
energetically pushing discredited theories would authorize the defense secretary to second term."Shortly after the meeting he said.Eric Herschmann, another White 
of electoral fraud for weeks.Throwing seize voting machines and for Powell to broke up, Trump sent a tweet urging his House lawyer who was there, said Flynn 
insults' -"It was not a casual meeting," be appointed a special counsel to millions of followers to attend a rally in at one point sought to demonstrate alleged 
White House staff secretary Derek Lyons investigate the November election won by Washington on January 6, promising it election irregularities with diagrams 
said. "There were people shouting at each Democrat Joe Biden.After Powell, Flynn "will be wild."showing "Nest thermostats being hooked 

"Unhinged": Probe Panel Recounts Meeting To Keep Trump In Power

President Gotabaya Rajapaksa who fled 
to Maldives on Wednesday followed 
by an uprising triggered due to the 
economic collapse of the island nation, 
is now waiting to travel further to 
Singapore.Sri Lankan Prime Minister 
Ranil Wickremesinghe, who is now an 
acting president, has declared a state of 
emergency in the country and a curfew 
in the Western province had been 
imposed.Prime Minister Ranil 
Wickremesinghe also announced to 
step down from his posts amid the 
ongoing protests and crisis in Sri 
Lanka.The worsening economic 
situation in the country has led to 
increasing tensions and over the last 
few weeks as there were reports of 
several confrontations between 
individuals and members of the police 
force and the armed forces at fuel framework is essential so the people's Colombo: Amid the unrest in Sri Lanka, 
stations where thousands of desperate d e m a n d s  f o r  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y,  US Ambassador to Sri Lanka, Julie 
members of the public have queued for transparency, democratic governance Chung has urged for the peaceful 
hours and sometimes days.and a better future can be realized.transfer of power within the country's 

Sri Lanka is suffering its worst economic constitutional framework and said that Julie Chung also requested parties to 
crisis since gaining independence in the US condemns all violence and calls work together to bring economic and 
1948, which comes on the heels of for the rule of law to be upheld in the political stability in Sri Lanka.
successive waves of COVID-19, crisis-hit island nation. "We urge all parties to approach this 
threatening to undo years of "We condemn all violence and call for juncture with a commitment to the 
development progress and severely the rule of law to be upheld," she said betterment of the nation and to work 
undermining the country's ability to in a tweet, stressing that a peaceful quickly to implement solutions that 
achieve the Sustainable Development transfer of power within SL's will bring long-term economic & 
Goals (SDGs).democratic and consti tutional political stability," she said in a Tweet.

Ukraine Cuts Ties With North 
Korea After It Recognises 
Separatist Regions

Islamabad  In a setback to the Pakistan Army, a top 
court on Wednesday ruled that the military was not 
authorised to engage in commercial activities of any 
kind or claim ownership of the state land as it 
delivered a key judgment in a case pertaining to 
encroachments in Margalla Hills National Park.The 
Islamabad High Court (IHC) has rejected the 
ownership claim of the Pakistan Army Directorate on 
8,068 acres in the National Park comprising 
Islamabad’s Margalla Hills, and declared the 
construction of the Navy Golf Course as illegal.It also 
instructed Pakistan’s Ministry of Defence to conduct 
an inquiry into the golf course, and directed the 
secretary of defence to administer a forensic audit to 
assess the damage to the national exchequer."No 
branch (of armed forces) can undertake any activity or 
perform functions outside their respective 
establishments unless expressly directed or called 
upon to do so" the detailed judgment read.It further 
said that the responsibilities of the armed forces have 
been prescribed in the Constitution and obedience is 
an inviolable obligation of every branch an member 
of the armed forces.

In the case's 108-page judgement issued on Wednesday, 
the IHC Chief Justice Athar Minallah noted that the 
Pakistan Army Act, 1952, the Air Force Act, 1953 and 
the Pakistan Navy Ordinance, 1961, were 
promulgated to regulate the respective branches of the 
armed forces and their discipline.It said the state and 
government officials were bound to protect the 
Margalla Hills.Earlier, the court in its short order on 
January 11, had declared that the allotment of 8,068 
acres to the Pakistan Army in the National Park area of 
Islamabad was against the law.The verdict was a 
setback for Pakistan’s powerful Army, which had set 
up organisations that operate multiple businesses 
across the country.

Russia "Responsible" For Ongoing Crisis In Sri Lanka: Ukraine's Zelensky

ascending. The number of Kyiv: Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
severely food insecure people Zelensky blamed Russia for causing 
doubled from 135 million prior to unrest in Sri Lanka as well as around 
the pandemic, to 276 million over the world due to the blocking of food 
just two years. The ripple effects products during the invasion of 
of the war could push this number Ukraine.One of the major tactics 
to 323 million.Russia has used in their invasion of 

Ukraine is the creation of an The Group of Seven (G7) leaders 
"economic shock," Zelenskyy said, during the recently held summit 
adding that several countries also discussed the impact of 
experiencing food and fuel shortages Russia's war on food and energy 
due to the disruption in the supply supplies including the global 
chain have benefitted Russia's economy and said the bloc is 
agenda.Highlighting the crisis in Sri determined to support Ukraine in 
Lanka during a recent address at the producing and exporting grain, 
Asian Leadership Conference in oil, and other agricultural 
Seoul, he further said "The shocking products. They called upon 
food and fuel price hikes led to a Russia  to cease,  without  
social explosion. No one knows now condi t ion,  i t s  a t tacks  on 
how it will end."War in Ukraine has agricultural and transport 
left an estimated 1.6 billion people in infrastructure and enable free 
94 countries exposed to at least one passage of agricultural shipping 
dimension of finance, food, or energy from Ukrainian ports in the Black 
crisis, with around 1.2 billion living in Sea.In a recent agreement 
"perfect-storm" countries severely between the Russian Federation economic  c r i s i s  s i nce  ga in ing  notice. Reduced domestic agricultural 
vulnerable.Amid the ongoing protests, and Ukraine, a months-long blockade of independence in 1948, which comes on production, a lack of foreign exchange 
Sri Lanka's now acting President, grain deliveries via the Black Sea will the heels of successive waves of COVID- reserves, and local currency depreciation 
Wickremesinghe stepped down from his break, the UN Secretary-General 19, threatening to undo years of have fuelled the shortages.
post of Prime Minister due to the Guterres said in a statement calling it a development. Notably, the oil supply Moreover, due to the ongoing conflict 
escalation in violence and protests in the critical step forward in ensuring the safe shortage has forced schools and between Russia and Ukraine, the increase 
country.Sri Lanka is suffering its worst and secure export of Ukrainian products.government offices to close until further in hunger since the start of the war is only 

Austin Texas Governor Greg Abbott has named Arun 
Agarwal, an Indian American philanthropist and CEO 
of Dallas-based home textile company NEXTT, to the 
Texas Economic Development Corporation's 
(TxEDC's) Board of Directors.

Governor Abbott tapped Agarwal, along with eight other 
Texas executives, to market the state nationally and 
globally to relocate a business and create new 
jobs."Their efforts will be instrumental in amplifying 
the success of TxEDC in promoting Texas as a premier 
business destination," Abbott said in a statement.Apart 
from textiles, Agarwal also has business interests in 
cotton trading and real estate. Additionally, he is a 
board member of the U.S. India Friendship Council, 
Executive Board UT Dallas, Texas Tech Innovation 
HUB at Research Park, Big Brothers Big Sisters 
International and MD Anderson Board of Visitors.

He is also a volunteer for Chetna, a non-profit 
organization to help victims of domestic violence, and 
the Living Dreams Foundation.

Agarwal received a Master’s in Business Administration 
from IMT - Ghaziabad, a Master’s in Computer 
Information Systems from Southern New Hampshire 
University, and an Advanced Certificate in 
International Business from Harvard University."This 
is a tremendous honor for the Indian-American 
diaspora in the United States," said Agarwal, who also 
serves as the chair of the India American CEO Council 
and president of the Dallas Parks and Recreation 
Board.The Governor realizes the tremendous power 
our community holds in this country as the hardest-
working, highest-earning ethnic minority, and, 
together, we hope to make Texas the most successful 
hub for small and large business owners globally," he 
said.An independently funded and operated nonprofit, 
the TxEDC works alongside the Texas Economic 
Development and Tourism Office in the Office of the 
Governor to market the state across the U.S. and abroad 
as a place to relocate a business and create new jobs.

Zelenskyy said that several countries experiencing food and fuel shortages due to the disruption in the supply chain have benefitted Russia's agenda.

Texas Governor names Indian 
American to Economic 
Development Corporation's BOD

Smile Or Get Fined: 
New Policy For 

Public Servants In 
This Asian Town

Manila: A Philippine mayor has ordered public 
servants to smile, or risk a fine, as he seeks to 
improve the level of service provided by the local 
government.Aristotle Aguirre introduced the 
"smile policy" this month after being sworn into 
office in Mulanay town in Quezon province, on 
the main island of Luzon.The policy must be 
adopted "while serving the people to give sincerity 
by showing a feeling of calmness and friendly 
atmosphere", the executive order said.Aguirre 
said the measure was in response to complaints 
from locals, mostly coconut growers and 
fishermen, about the unfriendly treatment they 

received from town hall staff when they went to 
pay their taxes or seek aid.

Some constituents would walk for an hour from their 
remote villages to reach the town hall.

"When they arrive, they're dismayed at the attitude 
of people they transact with," Aguirre said.

Aguirre, who was an occupational therapist before 
running for office in the May 9 elections, wants to 
"change the attitude of our government workers".

"We need to be a business friendly municipality," 
said Aguirre, the son of a former justice secretary 
in ex-president Rodrigo Duterte's administration.

Employees who do not comply with the order could 
be fined the equivalent of six month's salary or be 
suspended from their jobs.

Asked how the rule would be enforced when 
Filipinos are still required to wear a face mask in 
public, Aguirre said people can sense if someone is 
sincerely helping them.

"I don't think we'll reach that point," Aguirre said of 
the possible punishments.

Pakistan top court bars army from 
undertaking commercial activities 
outside its domain

Kyiv: Ukraine said Wednesday it was severing relations 
with North Korea, hours after pro-Russian separatists 
in the country's east said their self-proclaimed 
republics had been recognised by Pyongyang.

North Korea's recognition of the so-called Donetsk 
People's Republic and Lugansk People's Republic 
came after another Russian ally, Syria, made the same 
move last month.The Ukrainian foreign ministry in a 
statement denounced North Korea's decision to 
recognise territories Kyiv described as "temporarily 
occupied by Russia"."In response... Ukraine 
announces it is cutting diplomatic relations with the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea," the statement 
said."Russia no longer has any allies in the world, with 
the exception of countries that depend on it financially 
and politically," Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro 
Kuleba said, according to the statement.

Kuleba said Russia had appealed to North Korea to 
recognise the territory in a move that "speaks more 
about Moscow's toxicity than Pyongyang's".Russia 
recognised the self-proclaimed republics shortly 
before it launched its invasion of pro-European 
neighbour Ukraine on February 24.Earlier Wednesday, 
the separatists' representation in Moscow issued a 
photo on Telegram showing its envoy Olga Makeyeva 
receiving what she described as a letter of recognition 
from North Korea's ambassador, Sin Hong-chol.There 
has been no immediate comment from North 
Korea.Donetsk and neighbouring Lugansk lie in the 
Donbas coal region in eastern Ukraine.The region has 
been partially controlled by pro-Russian forces since 
2014, a move that followed Russia's annexation of the 
Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea.The 2022 offensive has 
been defended by Russia in part as the need to protect 
the two separatist entities.
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Jammu. Amid tight security, sadhus and 54 children at 
another batch of over 5,000 around 4.20 am.
pilgrims on Thursday left the So far, over 1.45 lakh pilgrims 
Bhagwati Nagar base camp have offered their prayers at the 
here to offer prayers at the cave shrine, housing the 
3,880-metre-high holy cave n a t u r a l l y - f o r m e d  i c e -
shrine of Amarnath in south shivlingam, despite a three-day 
Kashmir Himalayas, officials suspension in the wake of flash 
said. floods triggered by heavy rains 

The 15th batch comprising 5,449 near the cave shrine on July 8 
pilgrims left in a convoy of 201 which left 16 people dead.
vehicles for the twin base A total of 88,526 pilgrims have 
camps of Nunwan-Pahalgam left the Bhagwati Nagar base 
and Baltal in the early hours, camp for the Valley since June 
they said. 29, the day the first batch of 

The officials said 1,666 pilgrims pilgrims was flagged off by 
including 536 women and 43 Lieutenant Governor Manoj 
children heading for Baltal in Sinha.
61 vehicles were the first to The officials said eleven pilgrims 
leave the Bhagwati Nagar camp have also died mostly due to 
around 3.20 am, followed by health conditions during the 
the second convoy of 140 yatra, which is scheduled to end 
veh ic l e s  fo r  Paha lgam,  on August 11 on the occasion of 
carrying 3,783 pi lgr ims Shravan Purnima' coinciding 
including 702 women, 103 with Raksha Bandhan.

Cannot Force Mother To Choose Between Child 
And Career: Bombay High Court

Bihar: Woman blinded 
for resisting rape bid

Patna.Thin sticks were inserted in 
the eyes of a Dalit woman when 
she resisted an attempt to rape her 
in Katihar district of Bihar during 
the early hours of Wednesday.

The 45-year-old victim lost her 
vision in the gruesome incident 
and has been hospitalised in a 
serious condition.

Her husband works as a daily wager 
in Delhi and she stays with her 
eight-year-old daughter in a 
settlement along Dakra English 
village under Amdabad police 
station area.  According to the 
daughter, who is an eyewitness to 
the incident, one Muhammad 
Shamim came to their house at 
around 12am on the intervening 
night of Tuesday and Wednesday 
on the pretext of talking to her 
mother.

However, the woman refused to talk 
and asked Shamim to go. He got 
angry over this and dragged her 
out of the residence to a nearby 
agricultural field where jute crop 
were being grown.

“I went after them and saw that 
Shamim had tied the hands of my 
mother behind her back. He was 
beating her. She was lying on the 
ground and screaming. The man 
stuffed her mouth with jute leaves. 
He then took a santhi (jute plant 
stem or stalk), thrust it in both her 
eyes and ran away,” the woman’s 
daughter told reporters.

The girl ran to other people living at 
the settlement and informed them 
about the incident. They rushed to 
the spot and took the victim to a 
nearby primary health centre. The 
doctors there referred her to

Katihar medical college and 
hospital. The police were also 
informed and an FIR was 
registered. “We arrested the 
accused within a few hours of the 
incident. The woman has said in 
her statement that he had 
approached her  wi th  bad 
intentions and she had resisted. 
We are interrogating him further,” 
Katihar superintendent of police 
(SP) Jitendra Kumar told The 
Telegraph.

Kumar added that the woman hailed 
from the Bind community, which 
is counted among the Scheduled 
Castes.Doctors of the hospital 
where the woman has been 
admitted said that both eyes have 
been badly damaged and she was 
unable to see. 

Mumbai. There has never been anything quite he would get to see her again and further said of the child," Justice Dangre said.
so special as the love between a daughter and that the situation in Poland is volatile given the The petitioner is the mother of the child and has 
her father, but no court can refuse the career ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine. been continuously with the child since her 
prospects of a woman, the Bombay High "There has never been, nor will there ever be, birth and though a working woman, has struck 
Court has held. anything quite so special as the love between a a balance between her work and care and 

The court made this observation while allowing daughter and her father," Justice Dangre affection of the child and ensured that she 
a woman, who is embroiled in a matrimonial noted. enjoys a healthy upbringing, the court said.
dispute with her husband, to relocate to Poland The judge added that on the one hand is a father, The court also refused to accept the husband's 
along with her minor daughter. who is pained with the idea of his daughter contention that the girl would feel anxious if 

A single bench of Justice Bharati Dangre in an relocating, while on the other is a woman, who uprooted now to a foreign country. "It is not 
order passed on July 8, a copy of which was wants to take up a job to advance her career. uncommon for children to shift along with 
made available on Wednesday, allowed the their parents. It is also not uncommon for a The court noted that till date the custody of the 
mother to take her nine-year-old daughter to working woman to leave her child in a day-girl was with the mother, who has single-
Poland, but directed her to give physical and c a r e  f a c i l i t y,  o n  a c c o u n t  o f  h e r  handedly raised the child and considering the 
virtual access of the girl to her father. responsibilities," Justice Dangre said.girl's age, it is important that she must 

The woman had approached the high court accompany her mother. The court further said that in the present case, 
seeking permission to relocate and shift along the woman's mother would also be shifting to "I do not think that the court can refuse the job 
with her daughter to Krakow in Poland, where take care of the child.prospects to a mother, who is inclined to take 
she has got a job opportunity. The woman and up the job and she cannot be deprived of this The bench directed the woman to bring the child 
her husband are embroiled in a matrimonial opportunity. Necessarily, a balance has to be to India during her holidays in school there in 
dispute. The man opposed the plea claiming drawn between the interests of both the Poland and give physical access to her father 
that if the child is moved away from him then mother and father and also look at the welfare and also virtual access daily.

Guwahati. A 19-year-old woman from Ms Buragohain, however, is likely 
Assam has been in jail since May for her to miss the exams as police said it 
Facebook post allegedly supporting a is "legally bound" to prosecute 
banned outfit. Now, amid growing her.
demands for her release and a backlash Mr Singh, in a Twitter post, said, 
on social media, the police have said her "There is a specific call to indulge 
arrest was "as per law" in waging war against the State in 

Barshashree Buragohain was arrested and her Facebook post.  When 
charged under the Unlawful Activities someone publicly professes 
(Prevention) Act or UAPA on May 18 support for a banned organisation 
this year in Uriamghat in Golaghat and declares intent of waging war 
district for her post titled 'Akou Korim against the Indian state, we are 
Rashtra Droh' (will again rebel against legally bound to prosecute that 
the nation). person. Following due process, a 

chargesheet shall be filed in a "This is not a case of sedition, it's a case of 
competent court of law. Let the waging war against nation which is non-
law take its own course".negotiable for any law enforcement Jorhat's DCB College urged Assam Chief 

agency and therefore as per mandate of law Meanwhile DGP of Assam police Bhaskar Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma and the 
the case has been registered," Special Jyoti Mahanta, yesterday told reporters, "She police to release her from jail so that she 
Director General of Police (Law and Order) was not arrested for writing a poem. She was could appear for her exams. The 
GP Singh told .This comes after the parents of arrested for encouraging others to join the examinations are scheduled to be held later 
the second-year student of Mathematics at outfit."this month.

closely observe lions for their father-in-law.Indore.   The family "India's first Prime 
expressions and to see how they members of Dinanath Minister Jawaharlal "I don't want to get into this 
sit and stand," she said.Bhargava, a co-artist in Nehru had given the controversy, but it is natural that 

the team that had designed task of designing the The family members claimed that a there is bound to be a little 
the original national C o n s t i t u t i o n ' s  replica of the original artwork of difference in a picture and its 
emblem of India, on original manuscript to Ashok Stambh designed by statue," she said.
Wednesday said that in R a v i n d r a n a t h  Dinanath Bhargava is still in their She demanded that any art gallery, 
order to accomplish the T a g o r e ' s  possession as he had completed it place or museum in Madhya 
task, he kept visiting a zoo Shantiniketan's Kala many years later in around 1985. Pradesh be named after Dinanath 
in Kolkata for three Bhavan principal and The artwork designed by Late Bhargava to preserve the 
months to closely observe n o t e d  p a i n t e r  Bhargava using gold leaf shows memory of the artwork that he 
lions. N a n d a l a l  B o s e , "  the mouth of the three lions h a d  d e s i g n e d  f o r  t h e  

Dinanath Bhargava's The  fami ly  members  opening a little and their teeth are Constitution.
wife Prabha (85) told .recalled this amid a row also visible in it. In the bottom " D e s p i t e  s e v e r a l  l e a d e r ' s  

over the national emblem But Late Bose had Late Bhargava was part of the "Satyamev Jayate" is also written assurances to the family on the 
installed atop the new Parliament handed over the task of creating group, which designed the in golden colour. issue, this demand has remained 
building, to which the opposition the Ashok Stambh's picture to her national emblem that decorated Meanwhile, Dinanath Bhargava's unfulfilled till date," she said.
parties have taken objections, husband, who was young at that the  Indian Const i tu t ion 's  daughter-in-law refused to Dinanath Bhargava hailed from 
accusing the Centre of replacing time and studying Arts in the manuscript. It was designed on comment on the row over Betul town in the state and 
the "graceful and regally Shantiniketan, she said. "After the basis of an ancient sculpture difference in design of the breathed his last on December 
confident" Ashokan lions with the directives of his guru, my 'Lion Capital of Ashoka' at emblem situated atop the new 24, 2016 at the age of 89 years in 
those having menacing and husband continuously visited Sarnath in Uttar Pradesh that Parliament building and the Indore, the family members 
aggressive posture. Kolkata's zoo for three months to dates back to 250 BC. original one designed by her added.

Artist Of Original National Emblem Visited Zoo 
For Months To Observe Lions, Says Family

2 Months On, 19-Year-Old In Assam Jail For 
Post Supporting Banned Outfit

Notice against Chinese 
linked to fake loan-app

Over 5000 pilgrims leaves Jammu for 
Amarnath shrine amid tight securityBhubaneswar.The bureau of immigration on 

Tuesday issued a look out circular against a 
Chinese national Liu Yi, a key accused in 
illegal digital loan app case, on the request 
of the Economic Offences Wing of the 
Odisha crime branch. 

He cheated lakhs of people using these illegal 
digital loan apps.

In a press release, the EOW said: “Liu Yi used 
to run many illegal digital loan apps in India 
like — KOKO Loan, JOJO Loan, Golden 
Lightening Loan, Silver Kredit Loan, Gold 
Cash loan, Little Borrow Loan, Tap Credit 
Loan, Kredit bear Loan, Speedy rupee Loan, 
Xpress credit Loan, Kredit Plan loan, Rupee 
Day Loan and few others.”

According to the release, Liu Yi has 
cheated/extorted lakhs of people across the 
country, particularly targeting lower middle 
class people in need of small loans, 
especially during the difficult time of Covid. 
About the modus operandi, the crime branch 
said: “These fake loan apps once 
downloaded in one’s mobile play store, 
small amounts ranging from Rs 3,000-
10,000 is credited in the customer’s bank 
account. Once the amount is credited to the 
customer’s bank account, within a week the 
customer/borrower is asked to repay the 
amount with an excessive rate of interest.”

It further said that, “On denial to pay the high 
rate of interest, the concerned customer is 
humiliated/bullied in many ways. This 
process of recovery is so overbearing and 
humiliating that there are some instances of 
the customers committing suicide.”

National Emblem Row: The artwork designed by Dinanath Bhargava using gold leaf shows the mouth of the three lions opening a little and their teeth are also visible in it.

Barshashree Buragohain was arrested and charged under the Unlawful Activities 
(Prevention) Act or UAPA on May 18 this year in Uriamghat in Golaghat district for her post 

titled 'Akou Korim Rashtra Droh' (will again rebel against the nation).

Srinagar: Islamic State 
claims involvement in 
cop murder

Chennai. Tamil Nadu Chief Minister MK 
Stalin has been admitted to a hospital in 
Chennai, two days after he had tested 
positive for COVID-19. The Chief Minister 
was admitted for investigations and 
observation for Covid related symptoms, 
Kauvery Hospital said in a release.

MK Stalin had tested positive on Tuesday.
In a tweet he had then said, "There was fatigue 

today and following confirmation of 
COVID19 on testing I have isolated myself". 
He added "Let's all stay safe wearing mask 
and getting vaccinated".

Over the last few days the Chief Minister was 
seen without wearing mask in photographs 
the government had shared.On the 11th and 
12th, Mr Stalin had attended a wedding and 
met a group including Dravidar Kazhagam 
leader K Veeramani.

A few days ago - on the 8th and 9th - Mr Stalin 
attended government programmes in 
Tiruvannamalai district without wearing a 
mask despite the presence of large number of 
people there. 

PMK Chief Dr Ramadoss too is on isolation 
after he tested positive yesterday. Tamil 
Nadu's daily Covid tally hovers around 
2,000. Yesterday the state recorded 2,269 
cases, with Chennai accounting for the 
highest with 729 cases. Across the state there 
are 18,282 active cases.Though the state has 
imposed a fine of ? 200 for not wearing of 
mask covering mouth and nose and ? 500 for 
violations physical distancing norms, people 
including political leaders largely violate 
this. On Monday, major violation of COVID 
norms was reported at a key event of 
opposition AIADMK. 

Tamil Nadu Chief  
Minister MK Stalin, 
Covid Positive, Admitted 
To Hospital

Srinagar.The Islamic State has claimed 
responsibility for an attack in Srinagar on 
Tuesday evening that killed an assistant 
sub-inspector of police, marking a fresh 
attempt by the global terror group to make 
inroads into Kashmir.

The group released a purported video of the 
attack through its propaganda arm Amaq, 
showing grainy footage captured by a body 
camera. The 7.15pm attack at the busy Lal 
Bazar locality in Srinagar city killed ASI 
Mushtaq Ahmad Lone and injured two 
other policemen.

The attackers escaped taking advantage of the 
security relaxations for the three-day Eid-
ul-Azha, officials said. Many policemen 
take leave to celebrate the festival with their 
families.Officials said this was the third 
attack since 2020 featuring militants’ use of 
body camera footage, seen as an attempt to 
“glamorise” militancy and win recruits.

An official said three militants are believed to 
have carried out the attack, with one of them 
wearing a body camera. Two of the 
militants fired with their pistols at the 
policemen at an inactive checkpoint as 
several vehicles passed by.

Al Qaida and the Islamic State have tried to 
make their presence felt in Kashmir in the 
past through local franchises such as the 
Ansar Ghazwat ul Hind and the Wilayat-e-
Hind, respectively.

Neither group has been able to gain much of a 
foothold in the face of resistance by the 
security forces as well as by Pakistan and 
the militant groups sponsored by it.

‘Militant’ son Mushtaq, 56, is the second 
police officer killed by militants in two 
years. He had in April 2020 lost his son 
Aqib, 21, to a purported gunfight in his 
home district of Kulgam. Aqib was an 
engineering student at a Chandigarh 
college.

The 15th batch left in a convoy of 201 vehicles for the twin base camps of Nunwan-Pahalgam and Baltal in the early hours

The court made this observation while allowing a woman, who is embroiled in a matrimonial dispute with 
her husband, to relocate to Poland along with her minor daughter.
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Ministry last month. Importantly, the comments The Covid-19 pandemic exposed glaring 

made by state governments will be taken into inadequacies in India’s public healthcare system, 

consideration while fine-tuning the law, in an particularly during the devastating second wave in 

apparent bid to have all stakeholders on board and April-May last year when thousands of deaths were 

avoid a repeat of the fiasco of the three farm laws, officially reported on a daily basis. The pandemic 

which had to be scrapped just over a year after their also laid bare gaping holes in the 125-year-old 

enactment.Epidemic Diseases Act, which is devoid of 
The draft Bill has proposed a four-tier system involving provisions for the management of a Covid-like 

the public health authorities at the national, state, national health emergency. This Act, whose text is 
district and block levels. It is expected that the new barely three pages long, is in any case an apology for 
law will improve coordination between various a legislation. It’s baffling that a law enacted in 1897 
authorities and fix accountability of officials at all has survived till the third decade of the 21st century. 
tiers. It is admirable that the government is bringing At long last, the stage is set for its repeal as the Union 
in a law to strengthen public health governance, but Government is finalising the contours of the 
the job will remain half-done as long as the shortage National Public Health Act. The new law will have 
of doctors persists. India’s doctor-patient ratio has an all-encompassing ambit, covering not only 
improved to 1:834, according to the Health Ministry, epidemics and pandemics but also public health 
but it is still inadequate to handle the burgeoning emergencies caused by bioterrorism, natural 

and quarantine without invoking the National Disaster population, especially during an emergency. The biggest disasters, chemical and nuclear attacks or mishaps.
Management Act. An expert panel will go through the challenge will be to ensure that the new Act makes India’s This law will empower Central and state governments to 
draft legislation that NITI Aayog submitted to the Health healthcare future-ready. enforce preventive measures such as lockdown, masking 

Polarisation plagues 
Pakistan’s polity, society Ukraine war’s tipping points

It’s the Great Game of the 21st century

occasional talk of ‘war’, but it was more of ‘psy war’ lifetime, are averse to bloodshed. Tell-tale THE symptoms existed and had been developing for three 
to play on each other’s nerves, not actual knifing. signs are all around. Europe is divided over decades. They are now gaining momentum and are likely 
However, the present Great Game has visible signs of coming to Ukraine’s rescue and sending to go into overdrive. The Great Game Part-2 has begun, 
a mega physical fight-to-the-finish.Else, how does weapons. Germany, France and Italy on albeit in a different form. Two centuries ago, the Great 
one justify or rationalise the sudden hike in the several occasions expressed reservations, Game Part-1 had Moscow and London as the dramatis 
defence budget, thereby changing the West’s priority show of unity notwithstanding. Some personae with a potential third — weak Beijing’s Han 
from food, fuel, fertiliser and finance to fire-power? landlocked Balkan states are reluctant to be empire — expectantly lurking in the wings, trying to gain 
Can all of 27 EU nations or 28 NATO members (22 part of the Great Game Part-2. They saw and self-importance from under the shadow of remote, arid 
countries figure in both organisations) afford to go experienced enough of the game that the high and formidable Central Asian mountain chains. Today, 
for a sudden jump in military expenditure? and mighty play for their own prosperity, and the canvas has enlarged to include the USA, which 

inflict poverty on the tiny ones.That said, one replaced the once mighty British empire. The strong US Let’s take NATO’s European states that have four main 
needs to have a re-look at the Treaty on sea power as the fresh entrant makes “Mackinder’s land” economic powerhouses. Besides the US, the world’s 
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe and “Mahan’s sea” conflict more than a provocative (2019) fourth-ranked Germany with $3.86 trillion 
because unlike the 19th and 20th centuries’ possibility. Its contours now could easily outdo and out- GDP; sixth-placed UK with $2.82 trillion; globally 
Great Game of the Asian heartland, the 21st-match the past players of both World Wars of the 20th seventh France; and the eighth-ranked Italy with $2 
century Great Game is in Europe’s heartland. century. The new format of the game is bound to go full trillion surely can allocate 2% of the GDP for 
And Europe is reluctant to play the martyred steam ahead; whether for good or bad, only time will tell. defence. But most small nations won’t be able to 
pawn in the midst of two unmatched land and sustain it, all the more owing to uncertainty caused Nevertheless, the nature of the game from the 19th century, 
sea powers.The treaty sets “ceilings on five first by Covid-19 and now the Russia-Ukraine through the 20th and now to the 21st still consists of two 
categories of treaty-limited equipment — conflict which is taking the interconnected global Gullivers — Moscow and Washington — “in the land of lowered all things “non-economic” and “non-

battle tank, armoured combat vehicle, artillery of at least finance towards an inexorable recession, just short of little people”. The latter has shown an insatiable appetite commercial”. Trade and inter-dependence through 
100-mm calibre, combat aircraft, attack helicopter” (all depression.For Europe’s economic giant Germany, 2% for a protracted conflict, in all weathers and every terrain, import and export took the World Trade Organisation and 
of which are in extensive use in the Russia-Ukraine of the GDP would amount to almost $75 billion; even since the end of the Second World War. The game, from allied economic fora to dizzy heights. Globalisation was 
conflict) — in an area stretching “from the Atlantic otherwise, Berlin’s 2021 budget stood at $56.1 billion. In the Euro-Asian land of the past, has arguably broadened the mantra for progress and prosperity. Wealth came 
Ocean to Ural Mountains (Atlantic-to-the-Urals)”. The March 2022, however, the defence budget was hiked by to include strategic water bodies and the inlets and outlets through cooperation; war was anathema.
treaty established a Joint Consultative Group to promote an unprecedented $105 billion, thereby taking the current thereof. Nevertheless, the West knows that no European firm 
its objectives and implementation.year’s military expenditure to more than $150 billion. In Unsurprisingly, the first pre-requisite for the game is (barring France’s Dassault and Sweden’s virtual non-

a way, what Germany has done in one stroke, none of the Understandably, these treaties, conventions, protocols and enhancement and expansion of the arms budget. A marketable Gripen) can individually manufacture 
European powers can possibly do because they are not in declarations have no meaning, being empty words as uniform 2% of the national GDP has been fixed for fighters. Gone are the days of British, Spanish, Italian, 
the same league. Consequently, there’s more than a both NATO and EU have taken Russia head-on. members of the Great Game. Both NATO’s 28 and German and Dutch aviation companies. It’s now a 
possibility that in the near future, Germany will bear the However, what the world has started experiencing has European Union’s 27 members have been urged to hike consortium or a multinational enterprise. The shipyards 
heaviest monetary and military burden among the been succinctly stated by Bangladesh PM Sheikh Hasina. their defence budget and act fast. After all, the opponent too were in difficulty and sprawling training stations of 
European nations.Further, as the Great Game Part-2 The US-led West has “violated human rights by hurting is Russia, which needs to be contained effectively and tanks and artillery are shrinking owing to demography 
proceeds, Europe has to find its way to revive some people across the world” through their “unilateral quickly.One, however, must remember that whereas the and economy. Therefore, a proposal to increase the 
strategic ordnance which was badly neglected over the sanctions”. True, the Great Game is taking its toll. It’s no Great Game of the 19th and 20th centuries was confined military budget is one thing, and optimum utilisation and 
years owing to hype over economic integration of the longer great. One hopes the West doesn’t turn the Great to political and diplomatic confrontation, it never turned mobilisation of fully ready combatants is another. No 
world to avert war. Thus, the globalisation theory Game into a “Grave Game” for all.  physical. There was all-round diplomatic distrust and wonder, the Europeans, after going through two wars in a 

Public Health Act

IN the second half of 2022, the shadow of Pakistan’s 
military leadership continues to loom large over 
the country’s political landscape as Pakistan 
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Imran Khan, once 
considered a favourite of the army, and his 
supporters have trained their guns on the army top 
brass the same way as the Pakistan Muslim 
League (Nawaz) did from 2018 to 2022.

The last three months, ever since PML (N) leader 
Shehbaz Sharif took over as Prime Minister, have 
witnessed two trends that impinge on the political 
health of Pakistan and may have reflections in 
other post-colonial societies. One is the 
reinforcement of Pakistan’s age-old structural 
reality of a difficult civilian-military relationship. 
A deep-seated mistrust continues to exist between 
the political class and the army leadership. The 
second is the hyperpolarisation of civil society 
and professional class such as lawyers, journalists 
and even entertainment industry such as popular 
singers between the two political camps, thus 
vacating the space meant for impartial and 
independent analysis and action.In 2022, the last 
three months have once again proven that the 
Pakistani army leadership will continue to play a 
determining role in shaping the country’s power 
structure. In the early 1990s, a number of 
Generals on record reportedly stated that they 
were instructed by the then army leadership to 
distribute millions of dollars to politicians and 
parties to help defeat the Pakistan People’s Party 
(PPP) government in favour of Islami Jamhoori 
Ittehad, a right-wing conservative political 
grouping which included the PML (N). In fact, in 
2012, Pakistan’s Supreme Court reportedly ruled 
that “the General Election held in the year 1990 
was subjected to corruption and corrupt 
practices.” Coming to the recent era, during the 
time of Imran as PM, the PML(N) leadership 
made acerbic attacks on Pakistan’s army 
leadership for facilitating rigging in favour of 
Imran in the 2018 General Election. In October 

2020, at a rally in Gujranwala, Punjab, PML(N) 
leader Nawaz Sharif, a three-time Prime Minister, 
in his live address from London, attacked army 
chief General Qamar Bajwa and Inter-Services 
Intelligence (ISI) chief Lt General Faiz Hameed 
for rigging the elections and fabricating cases of 
corruption against opposition leaders.Just a year 
after the Gujranwala rally, bonhomie between the 
current army leadership and the then PM Imran 
ended. One of the contentious issues was Imran’s 
direct interference in the appointment of the ISI 
chief that got resolved but only after leaving bad 
blood between the two sides. Initially, faced with 
the prospect of facing defeat in the no-confidence 
motion in Parliament in April this year, Imran 
peddled a narrative of international conspiracy 
against his government. He levelled allegations 
against the US of planning to conspire to throw his 
government and cited a meeting of mid-level state 
department official Donald Lu with Pakistani 
Ambassador to the US, Asad Majeed, where the 
former, as per the attributed version to the 
Pakistani diplomat, reportedly stated that there 
would be implications if the Pakistani PM 
survived the no-confidence vote.At a time when 
Pakistan’s geo-strategic importance to the US had 
significantly dwindled, including due to the hasty 
exit of the US troops from Afghanistan, the 
narrative of international conspiracy failed to get 
traction domestically. A few days after Imran lost 
power, a reported leak of Pakistani army chief’s 
engagement with retired senior army officials 
indicated that the army leadership had initially 
tried to guide and support Imran on governance 
issues. 

The western narrative, accompanied by media censorship 
that had no precedent even during the high noon of the 
Cold War, obliterating or blocking contrarian reports and 
accompanied by a relentless information war, created an 
overpowering impression from the outset of the Ukraine 
conflict that Russia was doomed to fail in its special 
military operations. Speculation was rife that there would 
be, inevitably, a regime change in Russia as popular 
disaffection cascaded to explosive extents against the 
leadership over the country’s entanglement in a 
deleterious war that destroyed people’s lives and ruined 
the economy.This narrative was as much delusional as 
ensuing from a colossal failure of intelligence in the West 
as regards the Russian military strategy and political 
intentions. By March, when the Russian forces withdrew 
from Kiev and the northern regions in an intriguing 
manoeuvring, US President Joe Biden went on a victory 
lap in Poland and, within hearsay of the Kremlin, 
proclaimed the downfall of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin.

However, in reality, the conflict had only reached a tipping 
point, but in a different way. That Russia could not afford 
to lose the war or that its infinite capacity for the long war 
history testifies to was never in doubt. This is an 
existential confrontation for Russia, whereas, for the US 
and NATO, this is the endgame of a military plot that was 
planned and executed since 2014 to weaken Russia, as the 
alliance’s secretary-general Jens Stoltenberg recently 
admitted candidly — or, likely blurted out. A country can 

2014. With the latest victories in Severodonetsk- the terms of the defunct Istanbul pact, Russia is now sure survive geopolitical setbacks and still rise, as Russian 
Lysychansk agglomeration and the imminent attack on to demand not only the recognition of the 2014 Federation has done. But a defeat at the hands of 
Slavyansk and Kramatorsk, the last defensive line of administrative boundaries of Donbass but also an Napoleon or Hitler would have meant a different course of 
Ukrainian forces in the entire region in the weeks ahead, a unassailable land corridor linking Crimea to the Russian history for Russia. This is the crux of the matter in the 
new tipping point is shaping up. The conflict is threatening hinterland through the integration of a broad swathe to the Ukraine conflict, from a historical perspective.
to dent the credibility of the Biden administration and the north of Crimea, including Kherson and possibly The triumphalism in the western narrative clouded rational 
standing of NATO. Logically, Washington should seize Zoporozhia. Russia would also demand repeal of western thinking. In reality, the rational choice for the US was to 
this tipping point and call it a day. But it is highly unlikely sanctions.Obviously, the regime in Kiev would collapse if end the conflict, when the delegations of Ukraine and 
to do that. it were to accept such terms of surrender. On the other Russia met in Istanbul and thrashed out an agreement 

hand, the entire agenda behind the CIA coup in 2014 in The Biden administration fears that the emergent situation (actually initialled), which met Moscow’s expectations at 
Ukraine would also unravel. For Biden, who was would expose the limits to US power before the world that point in time — stipulating at its core Ukraine’s 
intimately associated with the 2014 coup as President audience and a resurgent Russian would double down on demilitarisation and neutral status and recognising the 
Obama’s hatchet man in the cesspool of Ukrainian the geopolitical plane, and the tide in favour of a two breakaway Donbass republics at the prevailing 
politics, this would cause great distress politically and multipolar world will become irreversible — and, with administrative boundaries and recognising Crimea as an 
even scotch his re-election bid in 2024, if the demons that the inexorable rise of China as the number one integral part of Russia. It would have been a settlement 
from the attic walk up the stairs, especially his son’s superpower. Second, cracks have appeared in the western Washington could live with, but instead, inebriated by the 
multimillion dollar business with bio-labs in Ukraine.alliance as war fatigue is setting in and European heady thoughts of meting out a crushing defeat to Russia 

economies are entering recession, thanks to the blowback Biden is inclined to let pass the incoming tipping point too, and forcing a regime change in the Kremlin, the Biden 
from sanctions against Russia, whilst, on the other hand, and carry on with the present trajectory. This is also what administration reined in the puppet regime in Kiev and 
Russia is settling down to a ‘new normal’. This would the various interest groups and war profiteers in the US scuttled the Istanbul pact.The conflict thereupon moved 
have serious future implications for the US’ trans-Atlantic and within the Ukrainian regime will expect. To be sure, a to the next stage, which led to the Russian victory in 
leadership and impact European politics. gravy train is running when an advanced western artillery Mariupol and control over the Sea of Azov; and, the 

system costing millions is offered in Ukraine’s black Third, there is high risk that the ground beneath the Anglo-launch of the offensive to push back the Ukrainian forces 
market for $1,20,000! The world community may have to American feet in Ukraine would dramatically shift in the all the way back to the administrative boundaries of the 
await the next tipping point, sometime in autumn.event of a settlement at this juncture — for, in addition to Donbass, as they had existed prior to the coup in Kiev in 

Biggest test is to make India ready for future pandemics

The conflict is threatening to dent US credibility and NATO’s standing

Europe has to find ways to revive some strategic ordnance which was badly neglected over the years owing to hype over economic integration of  the world to avert war. Trade & inter-dependence through import and export took the WTO and allied 
economic fora to dizzy heights. Globalisation was the mantra for progress and prosperity. Wealth came through cooperation; war was anathema.
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Ananya Panday on Vijay 
Deverakonda's Nude Poster for 
Liger: Reacted Exactly the Same 

Way as Everyone Else

uthor Jenny Han’s The Summer I Turned Pretty 
was renewed for a second season even before Athe release of the first one. Now that the second 

season is coming up, Bollywood actress Ananya 
Panday showed her interest in the show and revealed 
that she is going to promote it in India. In a recent 
interview, the actress spoke in length about the 
coming-of-age romantic drama and talked about her 
own heartbreaks.The first season ended with the 
protagonist Belly (Lola Tung) finding herself in the 
middle of a love triangle with two brothers Conrad 
and Jeremiah, who are also her childhood friends. 
Asked whether she, too, had dramatic summers like 
the protagonist, Ananya told ETimes, “I think the most 
dramatic summer of my life would be the summer of 
2019 because my first film came out that year. Student 
Of The Year 2 released in May that year. For me that 
summer was a season of transformation, there was 
some falling in love as well. Mostly with myself and 
with another person, too."She then said that she has a 
lot of emotional anchors in her life. “I have been 
fortunate enough to have multiple people be that 
emotional anchor. Most importantly it is my Mom 
(Bhavna Pandey) because she has been very easy to 
talk to about everything. She’s very chilled out in that 
way. She is always right. I could believe that she’s 
wrong about several things, but in the end, she’s 
always proven right. She always knows that this 
person is not good for you, months before you realise 
it."Ananya also added that she is surrounded by the 
best girlfriends and has a strong support system.The 
young actress also talked about the love triangle that 
forms the crux of the series and said that her all-time 
favourite movie with a love triangle is Kuch Kuch 
Hota Hai. “Everything about that film is epic. When 
Rahul says ‘Pyaar dosti hai’, as a five-year-old, I was 
relating to it so much. That has to be the most iconic 
love triangle for me."Ananya also talked about going 
through heartbreaks and shared that she is the kind of 
person who believes in going through all the emotions 
and letting it all out. Talking about her childhood 
crush, she said, “I was obsessed with Hrithik Roshan. I 
think I was 2 or 3 when Kaho Na Pyar Hai came out. 
And then I saw him at some birthday party and I 
started screaming, ‘Hrithik! Hrithik!’. I had just 
started talking. My parents just reacted and said, ‘This 
is not our child’. I am a big Hrithik Roshan fan."

Sonali Bendre On The Broken News, 
Sexism, Female Representation: 'You Have 
All Sorts Of Names For Women' | Exclusive

fter TV show ‘Ajeeb Daastaan Hai Ye’ ended 
in 2015, Sonali Bendre, who worked in 
multiple acclaimed and hit films like Diljale, A

Major Saab, Zakhm, and Sarfarosh, waited seven 
years before accepting her next acting project- a 
choice she says she is extremely happy about. When 
the ZEE5 series ‘The Broken News’ was first offered 
to her, she jumped at the opportunity. The Broken 
News also stars Jaideep Ahlawat and Shriya 
Pilgaonkar.

Speaking to us, the 47-year-old actress said playing 
Amina Qureshi on the show gave her a very similar 
reflection of her own lived experiences. In this 
interview, Bendre spoke at length about the 
thunderous response that ‘The Broken News’ has 
received, playing an ethical news anchor in the 
series, how her show doesn’t victimise its women 
characters or pitted them against each other, and why 
it’s important for women to continue to raise their 
voice against not getting enough space.

The Broken News has become one of the most-
viewed Indian original series of 2022. Did you 
anticipate that it would get this kind of response?

No, not really. We actually didn’t really think that far 
ahead. I just hoped that it would be appreciated. I 
hoped that l would be able to pull it off and not stick 
out like a sore thumb with Jaideep and Shriya. But 
tracking everything that has happened is like a 
bonus. It’s amazing. I’m so happy.

The broken news accurately depicts why it’s 
necessary for power structures and imbalances to 
change and Amina played a significant role in 
hammering that message home. How did it feel to 
play a character so fearless?

It’s interesting that a lot of people tell me, ‘how was it 
to play a character that was fearless?’ But for me, I 
felt that Amina was fearful. And she was fearful of 
the change. She was fighting it for the longest time 
and trying to hold on to the old till it came to a point 
where she literally broke down and realised that it 
was about time for a change.

Phone Bhoot starring Siddhant Chaturvedi and atrina Kaif’s change post-marriage from 
Ishaan Khatter. In Tiger 3 she will be playing the Bollywood fashionista to a responsible 
lead opposite Salman Khan. She is also working homemaker is an inspiration to many. It is K
on Sriram Raghavan’s Merry Christmas and said that love changes you, and this is certainly 
Farhan Akhtar’s road trip centred film Jee Le true for Katrina and Vicky Kaushal. The couple 

Zaraa. In this movie leaves no stone unturned 
Katrina will share screen to embrace each other’s 
with Alia Bhatt and culture and traditions.
Priyanka Chopra Jonas.According to ETimes, 

In Merry Christmas she Katrina is now learning 
will be sharing screen c o o k i n g  f r o m  h e r  
with Vijay Sethupathi for mother-in-law. She only 
the first time and this will knew how to make 
also mark Katrina’s coffee before marriage, 
Tamil debut. The film is but now she is preparing 
expected to be released full meals for father-in-
in theatres on Christmas law Shyam Kaushal, 
Eve.husband Vicky Kaushal 

On the other hand Vicky and the entire family. 
has a few big films in his A m i d  t h e i r  b u s y  
kitty. Vicky is working in schedule the Kaushal 
Govinda Naam Mera family members spend 
with Bhumi Pednekar quality time together 
and Kiara Advani. He over lunch and dinner 
also has an untitled whenever they get an 
project with filmmaker opportunity.
Laxman Utekar in which Vi c k y  a n d  K a t r i n a  

Sara Ali Khan will be playing the female lead. The surprised their fans in December 2021 when they 
Uri actor also has Meghna Gulzar’s Sam Bahadur married in an intimate ceremony.
in the pipeline.On the work front, Katrina will next be seen in 

 Goes Bold For Shamshera 
Promotions With Ranbir Kapoor, 

Opts For Sheer Corset Top
aani Kapoor has been serving one hot look after another during 
the promotions of Shamshera. On Wednesday, the actress joined VRanbir Kapoor for the promotions of the film on the sets of Dance 

Deewane Junior. Vaani opted for a stylish look for the day and added an 
element of bold to it.

The actress was seen wearing a peach sheer corset top which she paired 
with a matching pair of pants. Vaani looked gorgeous as she 
tied her hair into a half ponytail and posed for the 
cameras. A video of Vaani from the sets of 
the reality show was shared on 
Instagram by the paparazzo and 
fans showered the comments 
s e c t i o n  w i t h  p r a i s e s .  
“Gorgeous Vaani," a fan 
c o m m e n t e d .  “ L o o k i n g  
beautiful," added another. A 
few also dropped fire emojis.

Vaani and Ranbir joined Neetu 
Kapoor for the finale of Dance 
Deewane Junior. The episode is 
being shot  in Mumbai on 
Wednesday with Karan Kundrra 
and Tejasswi Prakash handling 
hosting duties.

Shamshera is Vaani and Ranbir’s first 
film together. The Karan Malhotra 
directorial also stars Sanjay Dutt. 
Speaking with News18.com, Vaani 
opened up about how she came on board 
the film. “I have tremendous respect for 
Karan. I loved his movie Agneepath. I 
understand his sensibilities and aesthetics 
and I admire those. When he offered me the 
film, I saw the kind of arc he had for my 
character. She is not just there to be used as a 
prop in the film. It’s very little disclosed in the 
trailer but once the film comes out, the audience 
will see a very different look and dimension to 
this character," she said.

Shamshera is set to arrive in cinemas on July 22. The 
film stars Ranbir in a double role while Vaani plays 
his younger version’s love interest. The film stars 
Sanjay Dutt in a negative shade.

 Learning Cooking From 
Her Mother-in-Law

Vaani 
Kapoor

Katrina Kaif
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New Delhi: The US economy may be she said. "We expect that recession like they are panicking. Only time will 
heading into a recession, according to fears will continue to support the tell, though; the Fed does have an 
a commonly accepted indicator, after dollar."Indeed, Bloomberg reported unconditional commitment to get 
inflation there surged to a more-than- that swap markets showed traders inflation back down,' he added.But 
expected 40-year peak, increasing bets were now pricing in a significant Treasury yields rose across the curve, 
for a 100 basis points rate hike by the possibility that the Fed will dole out a although more at the short end and the 
Federal Reserve later this month. 100-basis-point hike in July in the dollar jumped too, sending the euro 

wake of hotter-than-anticipated below parity with the greenback for Data showed the rising cost of energy, 
inflation data."The concerning aspect the first time in two decades.food and housing drove the US 
in the CPI numbers was the breadth of consumer price index to 9.1 per cent The US two-year yields, which reflect 
increases," Shane Oliver, chief from a year ago in June, compared to short-term interest rate expectations, 
economist at AMP, told Reuters, and just over 8 per cent predicted.Surging rose to 3.121 per cent, just off an 
he said nearly 90 per cent of the US inflation led to worries that the Federal overnight four-week high, increasing 
CPI components saw increases of Open Market Committee (FOMC) the gap with the longer-term 
more than 3 per cent.could hike rates by a huge 100 basis benchmark 10-year yields, which were 

points rather than the already Market pricing on the Chicago at 2.9558 per cent, according to 
significant 75 basis points predicted Mercantile Exchange's (CME) Fed Reuters.A decline in yields on longer-
previously."The bottom line is US watch tool indicated a 78 per cent term debt below yields on the short-
inflation momentum is rising," noted chance of a 100 basis increase. term debt of the same credit quality is 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia However, Mr Oliver said this could referred to as an inverted yield curve. 
analyst Kristina Clifton. "Stubbornly only be a kneejerk reaction to the high The inverted curve, also known as a 
high inflation increases the risk that inflation reading."I think the Fed will negative yield curve, has previously 
the FOMC continues to hike stick to 75 - which is still a high proven to be a relatively reliable lead 
aggressively and triggers a recession," number - if they go to 100, it will look predictor of a recession.

NEWS BOX

Sri Lanka warns public not to use 
cryptocurrencies amid economic upheaval

A US Recession Soon? Top Bond Market 
Indicator, Yield Curve, Screams Yes

New Delhi 

organiser of the home decor fest w a s  a l s o  d e v e l o p e d  
told India Today, “It has been a successfully in the country.We 
tough time for the industry during r e v e r s e  e n g i n e e r e d  t h e  
the last two years. But during polyester and started making it 
these tough times, the industry in India, leading to a 20-25 per 
players found ways to stop import cent decline in its price. Apart 
of many items from China, from this, we also developed 
completely routing its supremacy artificial leather that can 
in the industry. The need for items compete with real leather. The 
during the lockdown forced the artificial leather is made of 100 
industry to reverse engineer many per cent PVC. It has curtailed 
products that were imported from use of leather and different 
not only China, but Turkey and fabric for cars, sofas and chairs 
South Korea also.” h a v e  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  

Post-Covid lockdown, the indigenously," Milin Shah, successfully made it. Now, post The industry, which had suffered 
Indian home decor industry has managed Director, Sarom Fab told.lockdowns. There is no need to import it immensely during the Covid-induced 
to reduce its imports from China, thereby from Turkey as Indian players are able to lockdowns, has now slowly replaced the “The quilted fabric upholstery for furniture 
reducing the market  price and produce it. As a result, it is now available Chinese products by reverse engineering was imported from China and Turkey 
diminishing the supremacy of Chinese 50 per cent cheaper to the consumers, many products that are now being made before lockdown. We were able to break 
products in the Indian market.Over 100 "said Jayesh Dave, CMD, Indian Drape in India.“The lenin shears and transparent the secret and now we are developing it 
home decor industries gathered under one and J&Y Fabric.The quilted velvet shear curtains were completely imported completely in India with zero import 
roof at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi on polyester, another upholstery item for from Turkey before lockdowns. We from China and Turkey. It has now 
Wednesday to provide opportunities to all which Indian home décor was completely launched intensive research and become 35 per cent cheaper for the 
small and big players.Abhishek Sharma, dependent on China before lockdown, development on the fabric and consumers,” added Shah.

Indian home decor industry cuts reliance on 
Chinese imports during Covid lockdown

government  and  the  
presidency.The CBSL said 
that virtual currencies are 
largely unregulated digital 
representations of value 
that are issued by private 
en t i t i es  and  can  be  
e l e c t r o n i c a l l y  
traded."CBSL has not 
given any license or 
authorization to any entity 
or company to operate 
schemes involving VCs, 
i n c l u d i n g  

Colombo: The Central Bank of the Internet as well as other forms of cryptocurrencies, and has 
Sri Lanka has warned the public from media, the bank added.The warning not authorized any Initial Coin 
using cryptocurrencies amid the grave came as new Prime Minister Ranil Offerings (ICO), mining operations 
economic crisis in the country, saying Wickremesinghe on Wednesday or Virtual Currency Exchanges," said 
that  th is  market  is  " largely ordered imposition of curfew in the the bank.
unregulated".The bank, CBSL, said in Western Province with immediate Furthermore, Electronic Fund Transfer a notice that the public is "warned of effect and emergency law island Cards (EFTCs) such as debit cards the possible exposure to significant wide.Security forces were directed to and credit cards are not permitted to financial, operational, legal and arrest people acting in a riotous be used for payments related to virtual security related risks as well as manner and seize the lorries they were currency transactions, it added.customer protection concerns posed travelling in.On July 9, braving "Therefore, VCs are considered as to the users by investments in Virtual similar forces, people took control of unregulated financial instruments and Currencies (VCs)".The public is also the President's house, his office and have no regulatory oversight or warned not to fall prey to various Prime Minister's official residence safeguards relating to their usage in types of VC schemes offered through symbol ica l ly  over tak ing  the  Sri Lanka," the bank said.

As Adani prepares to bid for 5G, should Mukesh Ambani prepare for battle?

New Delhi: 

worth fighting over the sector. Bank of 
America says there’s no viable business 
case for any non-4G telco in consumer 
mobility given low tariffs, limited room 
to differentiate, inadequate spectrum and 
lackluster returns on investment. Jio and 
Bharti Airtel Ltd., the No. 2 player, are on 
a strong wicket financially. Vodafone 
Idea Ltd. has skirted bankruptcy or slump 
sale — the fate that befell several other 
players — thanks to a state-mounted 
rescue. If Adani does decide on a full-
fledged telecom entry by buying the 
struggling No. 3 player, it will still require 
billions of dollars of capital expenditure 
to backfill the telco’s missing investment. 

It was too quiet to last. A And for what? Just $2 per month per 
sustained and brutal destruction of capital subscriber, which is what Jio is making 
in India’s telecom industry was only just now? It doesn’t seem like an efficient use calls. He’s now the market leader with businesses like telecom and retail to shed 
starting to give way to a period of peace of the debt financing that propels the 410 million subscribers. To core telco the group’s overdependence on refining 
and calm. The three operators who Adani juggernaut. The scope for a new revenue, add services like digital and petrochemicals. Adani went after 
survived out of the dozen on the scene in telco is only in the enterprise space, the advertising, e-health and mobile industrial and utility-scale customers in 
2016 must have been grateful for the end Bank of America analysts say.education, where big rewards are still transportation, coal and power. But they 
to a debilitating price war. Stable market 

There’s some support for that view. For one some years away. All told, Ambani’s Jio now have overlapping ambitions, for shares and decent per-user revenue would 
thing, 5G will be a good fit for Adani’s Platforms Ltd., in which Meta Platforms instance in renewables and media. support the next round of investment.
ambitious renewable-energy play. That Inc. and Alphabet Inc. are investors, is a Analysts at Motilal Oswal in Mumbai are 

So imagine the anxiety that bubbled up on 
$70 billion investment commitment has $95 billion enterprise, 17 per cent bigger noticing a “consumer bent” within the 

the news that billionaire Gautam Adani 
two sides to it: Producing clean power and than the hydrocarbons empire he Adani group, which could extend beyond 

— the port and airport owner who’s so far 
investing in data centers — “the largest inherited from his dad, according to owning the country’s No. 1 edible oil 

had nothing to do with telecom — will bid 
energy-consuming industry to ever Jefferies. brand. Could telecom become a 

for 5G spectrum in this month’s auction.
exist,” he said at last year’s Bloomberg battlefield for two of the world’s richest Should Ambani now prepare for an Adani 

Six years, ago it was another tycoon — 
India Economic Forum. Pairing high-people?assault? They’re rivals who have so far 

Mukesh Ambani — who disrupted India’s 
speed spectrum with a data center makes managed to move in separate orbits. The Adani group is ruling out any such 

wireless market with cheap data and free 
sense.Ambani built up scale in consumer plans. Analysts, too, are skeptical if it’s 

Indian shares inched higher on Thursday, led by strength 
in consumer goods and pharmaceutical stocks, 
although fears that the US Federal Reserve would go 
for more aggressive rate hikes due to soaring inflation 
kept a lid on gains.The NSE Nifty 50 index (.NSEI) 
was up 0.2% at 16,004, as of 0359 GMT, while the S&P 
BSE Sensex (.BSESN) rose 0.18% to 53,607.90.

U.S. consumer prices accelerated in June, resulting in the 
largest annual increase in inflation in 40-1/2 years and 
cementing the case for the Fed to hike interest rates by 
75 basis points later this month.

A stronger domestic inflation data earlier this week also 
boosted prospects of more rate hikes by the Reserve 
Bank of India next month.The Indian rupee hit a record 
low for the fourth straight session against the dollar on 
more safe-haven flows into the greenback and outflows 
from domestic equities.The Nifty pharma index 
(.NIPHARM) rose 1%, while the fast- moving 
consumer good index (.NIFTYFMCG) gained 0.6%.

Indian shares edge higher on 
pharma, consumer gains

World faces increasing 
risk of recession in next 

12 months, says IMF
The outlook for the global economy has "darkened 

significantly" in recent months, the head of the 
IMF has warned, and the world faces an 
increasing risk of recession in the next 12 
months, The Guardian reported.The commodity 
price shock from the war in Ukraine had 
exacerbated the cost-of-living crisis for 
hundreds of millions of people, Kristalina 
Georgieva said and it was "only getting worse".

Inflation was also higher than expected, she said in 
a blogpost that came on the same day as the latest 
figures showed that prices in the US rose at a 40-
year high of 9.1 per cent in June.

Economists and investors now think the US 
Federal Reserve could hike interest rates by a 
historic 1 per cent when its board meets in two 
weeks' time, The Guardian reported.

The Bank of Canada shocked markets on 
Wednesday by raising its base rate by a full 
percentage point, while the Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand increased its benchmark rate by 
0.5 per cent this week, as did the Bank of Korea.

Along with another expected move higher by the 
Fed, this keeps heaping pressure on other central 

banks to follow suit to bring inflation under 
control.With supply bottlenecks and repeated 
Covid lockdowns in China also crimping the 
world's patchy pandemic recovery, Georgieva 
said the G20 finance ministers and central 
bankers gathering in Bali "face a global 
economic outlook that has darkened 
significantly"."It is going to be a tough 2022 - 
and possibly an even tougher 2023, with 
increased risk of recession," The Guardian 
reported.The IMF would be downgrading its 
growth forecasts for global growth for both 2022 
and 2023 later this month, she said, having 
warned in April that its forecast of 3.6 per cent 
was likely to be revised downwards.

The European Central Bank is under pressure to 
raise interest rates to combat inflation and 
protect the euro, which this week slumped to 
parity with the US dollar for the first time in two 
decades.

The Indian home decor industry 
has managed to reduce its 
imports from China, Turkey and 
South Korea as the need for items 
during the Covid lockdown forced 
the industry to reverse engineer 
many products.

New Delhi: Gold prices registered a modest hike on 
Thursday. The price of 22 carat of gold rose by Rs 200 
to Rs 46,900 per 10 grams as against its previous close 
of Rs 46,700. Meanwhile the price of 24 carat of gold 
was also trading lower. The price of 24 carat of gold 
stood at Rs 51,160 as against its previous close of Rs 
51,950.

Gold prices slipped on Thursday, with bullion`s outlook 
hurt by fears the U.S. Federal Reserve could go for a 
more aggressive interest rate hike this month to fight 
sky-rocketing inflation. Spot gold fell 0.2% to 
$1,731.19 per ounce by 0312 GMT. U.S. gold futures 
dropped 0.5% to $1,727.30. The dollar steadied close 

to 20-year highs, hurting demand for greenback-priced 
gold among buyers holding other currencies, said a 
Reuters report.Gold prices declined by Rs 85 to Rs 
50,487 per 10 grams in the local market here on 
Wednesday, according to HDFC securities.

In the previous trade, the precious metal closed at Rs 
50,572 per 10 grams. Silver prices rose by Rs 161 to Rs 
56,179 per kg from Rs 56,018 per kg in the previous 
trade.

(Disclaimer: The prices are just indicative collected 
from various sources. You must collate the price with 
your jeweller before investing/purchasing.)

Gold price: Gold prices climb higher by 
Rs 200, check rates of yellow metal in 
Delhi, Patna, Lucknow, Kolkata, Kanpur, 
Kerala and other cities

The warning came as new 
Prime Minister Ranil 
Wickremesinghe on 
Wednesday ordered 
imposition of  curfew in the 
Western Province with 
immediate effect and 
emergency law island wide.

New Delhi: SEOUL (Reuters) -Hyundai Motor Co on 
Thursday launched its first electric sedan, Ioniq 6, 
which the South Korean automaker is betting will 
help it grab a bigger share of the electric vehicle (EV) 
market dominated by Tesla Inc.The Ioniq 6 is one of 
more than 31 electric models that Hyundai Motor 
Group - including Hyundai Motor, its sister company 
Kia Corp and premium brand Genesis - plans to 
introduce through 2030 to secure a projected 12% of 
the global EV market.

Hyundai's sedan will expand its EV range beyond its 
current crossovers and SUVs to compete head-to-
head against Tesla's best-selling Model 3 sedan.

Hyundai and Kia were already the second-biggest EV 
shippers globally excluding China in January to May 
this year, with a combined 13.5% market share that 
was second only to Tesla at 22%, according to 
industry tracker SNE Research.The Ioniq 6 will be 
priced in the range of 55 million won ($41,949.51) to 
65 million won for the South Korean market.

"The Ioniq 6 will be able to compete with Tesla in the 
volume EV sedan sector, considering its competitive 
pricing and long driving range," said Lee Jae-il, an 
analyst at Eugene Investment & Securities.The Ioniq 
6 could leverage its pricing in the EV sedan market 
because Tesla has increased prices several times, he 
added.The Hyundai electric sedan will have a 
driving range of about 610 kilometres (380 miles), 
around 30% more than the Ioniq 5 crossover, 
Hyundai said."We are using the same (battery) cell 
chemistry but ... we maximised the amount of 
batteries per each pack, enhancing energy density 
significantly," said Kim Yong Wha, an executive vice 
president at Hyundai.

It will come in two battery pack options - 53-kilowatt 
per hour (kWh) and 77.4 kWh - and will begin 
production at its Asan plant in South Korea later this 
year, Hyundai said.The Ioniq 6 will be available in 
South Korea this year and the U.S. market launch is 
expected in the first quarter of next year, it added.

Hyundai said the Ioniq 6 launched this year would 
source batteries from SK Innovation's SK On and LG 
Energy Solution's batteries will be used from next 
year.

Hyundai Motor launches first 
electric sedan 'Ioniq 6', 
takes on Tesla

?Just the threat that Adani 
might eventually come after 
the $2-per-month customer 
could see capital-starved 
Vodafone Idea buckle, in which 
case he could swoop in on it 
later
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New Delhi Former England captain Michael 
Vaughan has credited the IPL as the reason 
behind India's success in white-ball cricket 
and added that Rohit Sharma's men are one 
of the "clear favourites" to win the T20 
World Cup 2022 in Australia.

India defeated England in the three-match 
T20I series by 2-1 before stamping their 
authority in the 50-over format. The Men in 
Blue handed the Three Lions a humiliating 

got to do when you’ve things going in your 10-wicket defeat in the first ODI.
favour, you’ve got to blow teams away. “Conditions will be different in a year and a 
England are an outstanding team, so that half’s time (for the ODI World Cup) but and ODI World Cup," Vaughan added.This 
should give India a lot of confidence."India have just got to get on a roll in white- Indian group of white-ball experts that have 

England were bundled out for just 110 runs in ball cricket. They’ve just got the build that been built on the back of IPL, should be 
the first ODI as Jasprit Bumrah returned momentum, they’ve done that in the T20 pushing all the way in all conditions world. 
with the figures of 6/19 at The Oval in series in the manner that they’ve played," Not just at home next year. They should be 
London.“I’ve said before, this Indian one-Vaughan told Cricbuzz. able to arrive in Australia in a few months’ 
day team for long haven’t gotten close to “We talk about aggression, they were time as one of the clear favourites to win that 
winning anything for a long period of time. aggressive with the ball today, and they were tournament. They’ve certainly got enough 
They should be there or there about every aggressive in the field. That’s what you’ve skill.”
single Champions Trophy, T20 World Cup, 

with their winning combination, especially Buttler as to how he manages to guide India are aiming to secure the ODI leg of their 
the bowlers who were brilliant with their England, the 2019 champions, to play their tour to England when the two teams clash in 
spells. Mohammed Shami snared three aggressive brand of cricket.Former England the second match at Lord's on Thursday 
wickets and Prasidh Krishna took one. white-ball captain Eoin Morgan, while (July 14).The Men in Blue handed the Three 

speaking on Sky Sports, backed Buttler, Lions a humiliating 10-wicket defeat in 
saying: "Having had the experience both the first ODI to take an early lead in the 
playing and leading previously that Jos three-match series. Fast bowler Jasprit 
has had, he will see this as an opportunity Bumrah setup the game for India as he 
in that changing room to reiterate a very returned with the figures of 6/19 at the 
clear and strong message about where Oval on July 12. Other Indian bowlers 
they are going and what they're doing. I rallied around Bumrah as England were 
can guarantee you that when you lose, bundled out for just 110 before Rohit 
everybody in the changing room listens. Sharma and Shikhar Dhawan took India 
A clear-cut message from your leader at home without any loss.
times like this, and for your senior players In spite of his brilliance with the ball, 
to embody it, is crucial."ndia: Rohit Bumrah said: "When things go well you 
Sharma (c), Shikhar Dhawan, Ishan can point out a lot of things that yes this 
Kishan, Virat Kohli, Suryakumar Yadav, went well, but I try to keep a balanced 

Shreyas Iyer, Rishabh Pant (wk), Hardik Captain Rohit Sharma would want to give mind, not to go too far ahead. Yes, it was a 
Pandya, Ravindra Jadeja, Shardul Thakur, Shreyas Iyer some game time in the middle good day, but we have to start again in the 
Yuzvendra Chahal, Axar Patel, Jasprit as he didn't get the opportunity to bat in the next game from zero."Former India captain 
Bumrah, Prasidh Krishna, Mohammed first game.Virat Kohli missed the first match and 
Shami, Mohammed Siraj, Arshdeep Singh.Shreyas Iyer was named at number three in England, on the other hand, would be aiming 

England: Jos Buttler (c & wk), Moeen Ali, the lineup. Kohli was forced to watch the to put their best foot forward in the must-win 
Jonny Bairstow, Harry Brook, Brydon match from the sidelines as he sustained a second ODI. The likes of Jason Roy, Joe 
Carse, Sam Curran, Liam Livingstone, mild groin strain. All eyes will be on Kohli Root, Ben Stokes and Liam Livingstone, 
Craig Overton, Matthew Parkinson, Joe as fans would be anxiously waiting to know who were all dismissed for ducks in the first 
Root, Jason Roy, Phil Salt, Ben Stokes, his availability for the second ODI.The ODI, would look to forget that outing in the 
Reece Topley, David Willey.Indian think tank would not want to tinker second match. All eyes will be on captain Jos 

India tour of England: Virat Kohli's fitness in 
focus as India look to secure ODI series New Delhi BCCI President Sourav 

Ganguly has backed Virat Kohli to 
return to form and insisted that the star 
batter must find his own way to do that.

Kohli has been suffering the worst run of 
his cricketing career with his last 
international century coming way back 
in 2019. The 33-year-old also struggled 
to make an impact in the rearranged Test 
and T20I series against England.

The former Indian captain missed India's 
win in the first ODI on Tuesday due to a 
mild groin strain and his availability for 
the second game is a doubt at the 
moment.Despite Kohli's rough patch, 
the BCCI President has backed the star 
batter to return to form. In an exclusive 
chat with ANI, Ganguly said that his 
numbers in the game prove the 33-year-
old's ability and quality. The former 
Indian captain also said that Kohli needs 
to find his own way back to form and 
become successful once again.

"Of course, look at the numbers he has got 
in international cricket. That doesn't 
happen without ability and quality. Yes, 

he has had a tough time and he knows 
that. He has been a great player himself. 
He himself knows by his own standards 
it has not been good and I see him 
coming back and doing well. But he has 
got to find his way and become 
successful, which he has been for the 
last 12-13 years or more and only Virat 
Kohli can do that," said Ganguly.There 
have been a lot of former players and 
critics who have questioned Kohli's 
place in the Indian T20I squad, 
especially with the World Cup on the 
horizon. However, Ganguly brushed 
aside these concerns, saying that loss of 
form isn't something that is new and has 
happened to the best players, including 
himself.These things will happen in 
sport. It has happened to everybody. It 
has happened to Sachin, It has happened 
to Rahul, it has happened to me, it has 
happened to Kohli. It is going to happen 
to future players. 

New Delhi  pushed for the equalizer and finally Navneet Kaur's brace 
tasted success as Kaur scored a field helped India to secure a 3-1 win over 
goal at the stroke of half time.The Japan in the Hockey World Cup on 
Indian women started the second Wednesday. Deep Grace Ekka 
half on the front foot and got their scored the other goal while Yu Asai 
sixth PC of the game. But once scored the only one for the Japanese 
again, they failed to score.However, women.This was the Indian team's 
for the seventh PC of the night, Deep final match as they ended the 
Grace Ekka scored and gave India campaign in a disappointing ninth 
the lead in the 38th minute of the position.The match was evenly 
game. India continued on the front poised in the first five minutes but 
foot and applied pressure on the both teams failed to find the back of 
Japanese goal.the board. India got their first major 

chance soon after but Vandana Sharmila Devi thought she had given 
Katariya's close range effort was her team a two-goal advantage in the 
denied by Japan's goalkeeper, Eika third quarter. However, the goal was 
Nakamura. Both teams were at it for disallowed as the ball hit her body.

they failed to capitalise on it. Then in the 20th the rest of the quarter. However, the scoreline Finally, Kaur was able to extend the lead for the 
minute, almost against the run of play, Japan remained goalless as the hooter went off after Indian team as she scored in the 45th minute. 
took the lead as she converted a penalty corner.the first 15 minutes. Despite Japan's efforts to mount a comeback, the 

India also got their first PC of the game, but once India started the second quarter brilliantly and Indian defence was resolute and saw off the 
failed to find the back of the net. The team even got two back-to-back chances. However, game to secure the win.

nine major honours during his time. He 
has also won the Premier League title four 
times.Chelsea's Chairman and co-
controlling owner Todd Boehly expressed 
his happiness about signing Sterling and 
said that the forward is a serial winner and 
the move is an important step in 
strengthening the squad."Raheem 
Sterling is a serial winner and his signing 
is an important step in strengthening our 
squad. We are delighted for Raheem to 
return to London with Chelsea, and we 
look forward to seeing his world-class 
talent on display at Stamford Bridge," said 
Boehly.The 27-year-old also opened up 

New Delhi. Chelsea on Wednesday 
on his happiness in joining Thomas 

announced that they have completed the 
Tuchel's side and said he aims to achieve 

signing of England forward Raheem 
more success with the Blues. Sterling is 

Sterling from Manchester City.Sterling has 
also happy to be back in London, his 

signed a five-year contract with The Blues 
hometown, and said it would be a great 

and has already linked up with the squad in 
opportunity to play in front of friends and 

Los Angeles where the team is currently on 
family.First and foremost, it’s a pleasure my home and where it all started for me, and "I do want to take the opportunity to thank their pre-season tour.
to be here. I’ve obviously achieved a lot in it’s amazing I now have the opportunity to Todd, Behdad, the ownership group, The English forward has been a consistent 
my career so far, but there is still so much play in front of friends and family week in, Thomas, and all involved in the process of performer for Manchester City over the past 
more to achieve and I’m really looking week out at Stamford Bridge. I’m really getting me here.""I can’t wait to get going seven seasons, hitting double figures in 
forward to doing that in a Chelsea shirt, looking forward to meeting the fans there now and continue to do my talking on the goals in each of the campaigns and winning 
under Thomas’s management."London is soon.” pitch," said Sterling.

FIH Women's World Cup: Navneet Kaur stars as 
India end campaign with 3-1 win over Japan

'New Delhi  Former Indian pacer Ashish 
Nehra remained coy on Hardik Pandya 
bowling 10 overs in an ODI game, saying 
that even the all-rounder may not have an 
answer regarding this matter.Pandya 
underwent back surgery in 2019 and it has 
had a big impact on his bowling. Ever since 
fully recovering from the procedure, the 
Indian all-rounder hasn't been able to bowl 
regularly across different formats.Nehra, 
who worked closely with the 28-year-old at 
Gujarat Titans during IPL 2022, said in a 
recent media interaction that Pandya may 
not have an answer if he will be able to 
complete his full quota of overs during an 
ODI match. However, the former Indian 
pacer suggested that things are progressing 
well with the Indian all-rounder.

“Even Hardik won’t be able to answer that 
since you can plan but things don’t always 
fall into place. But so far so good," said 
Nehra.Nehra also suggested that Pandya 
could play in any white-ball team solely as a 
batter. While his ability to roll over the arm is 
a bonus, the former cricketer suggested that 
the all-rounder shouldn't be considered as a 
fifth bowler in ODIs and T20Is.

“Hardik can be in any white ball team solely as 
a batter. On top of that, if he bowls it will be a 
bonus. But you can’t keep him as your fifth 
bowler in T20 or 50 overs. He can only be 
your sixth bowler,” said Nehra.

India defeated 

Japan 3-1 in 

their final match
Navneet scored 

a brace against 

Japan
India finished 

ninth in the 

campaign

Premier League: Chelsea complete signing of  
England forward Raheem Sterling from Manchester 

ENG vs IND | This Indian group of white-ball experts 
have been built on the back of IPL: Michael Vaughan

New Delhi. Canadian Olympic gold medalist 
Andre De Grasse said a less-than-ideal 
season has not dented his confidence as he 
looks for a podium finish in the 100 and 200 
metres at the upcoming World Athletics 
Championships in Eugene, Oregon. He took 
weeks to get back up to speed after an early 
season foot injury, finishing last at the 
Prefontaine Classic in the 100 metres in May 
before winning a month ago at the Bislett 
Games.

COVID-19 then kept him from the track in the 
weeks leading up to worlds and he was 
unable to produce a finish under 10 seconds 
in the 100 metres and under 20 seconds in the 
200 metres this year before arriving in 
Eugene. “You just want to be able to, you 
know, run under 10 seconds, run under 20 
seconds. That’s what your competition is 
doing. That’s what it’s going to take to win,” 
he told news agency Reuters.“My plan is to 
do it there when it counts. So that’s kind of 
how I look at it. I just kind of have that faith in 
myself and have that confidence in myself 
that I can do it.”The 27-year-old won the 200 
metres at the Tokyo Games, a game changer 
after years spent chasing Jamaican legend 
Usain Bolt before his retirement. In the 2016 
Rio Games, he took home bronze and silver 
in the 100 and 200 metres, respectively.

“It’s kind of a relief, I guess,” he said. “For so 
long, I wanted to try to win... (you) work so 
hard for this moment and you always come 
up a little bit short.”His next goal is taking 
the top of the podium at worlds, after 
collecting a trio of bronze medals and a 
silver. Among those standing in his way are 
Americans Fred Kerley, the 100 metres 
world leader who also produced the third-
fastest time of 2022 in the 200 metres, and 
Noah Lyles, who bested him by .12 seconds 
in the Doha 200-metres final.

World Athletics Championships 
2022: Olympic champ Andre de 
Grasse eyes podium at worlds

New Delhi  Former Pakistan captain Salman 
Butt has claimed that Pakistan's Shaheen 
Shah Afridi is no less than Indian pacer 
Jasprit Bumrah.

Bumrah was in fine form against England 
recently as he secured his career best figures 
of six for 19 in the first ODI of the ongoing 
three-match series. His fine effort with the 
ball saw him climb back to the top of the ICC 
rankings for ODI bowlers. Former cricketers 
like Sachin Tendulkar and Naseer Hussain 
even hailed the Indian pacer as the best all-
format bowler in the world at the moment.

However, Butt feels that Pakistan's Afridi is 
on-par with Bumrah. On his YouTube 
channel, the former skipper said that the 22-
year-old left-arm pacer is among the world's 
best and will only get better with experience 
and has more pace and offers a different 
angle while bowling.

“See, Shaheen hasn’t played as much cricket 
but he is among the very best. He is no less 
than him (Bumrah). In fact, Shaheen with 
experience, will only get better and then he 
has more pace and offers a different angle," 
said Butt.Butt continued by heaping praise 
on both bowlers, saying it is great fun to 
watch both Bumrah and Afridi perform. He 
also claimed that the way the pacers perform 
with the new ball, it feels like a wicket could 
fall anytime.See, both are world cricket’s 
finest and watching them bowl is an exciting 
experience. It’s great fun to watch both 
Bumrah and Shaheen perform, and the way 
they bowl with the new ball, it feels as if a 
wicket can go down anytime. You don’t get 
this feeling watching any other bowler," said 
Butt.The former Pakistan captain ended by 
saying that there shouldn't be a comparison 
between Afridi and Bumrah as the Indian 
pacer has played more games.“Nonetheless, 
for a 20-year-old bowler to perform in the 
manner that he has is not easy. Both are 
outstanding. Obviously, Bumrah has played 
a lot more and is a brilliant performer, so at 
the moment, there shouldn’t be any 
comparison. One has played a lot, the other 
not so much," said Butt.

ENG vs IND | BCCI President Sourav 
Ganguly backs Virat Kohli to return to 

form: He has got to find his way

Even Hardik Pandya won’t be able 
to answer if  he can bowl 10 overs in 
an ODI match: Ashish Nehra

Former Pakistan captain Salman 
Butt claims Shaheen Shah Afridi 
is 'no less than' India's Jasprit 
Bumrah

ZIndia defeated England in the 
three-match T20I series 2-1

ZIndia handed England a 10-
wicket defeat in the first ODI

ZVaughan says India are one 
of the favourites to win T20 
World Cup

ZSterling signs for 
Chelsea on a five-year 
contract

ZThe 27-year-old won four 
Premier League titles 
with Manchester City

ZSterling expressed his 

Chelsea on Wednesday announced that they had completed the signing of Raheem Sterling from Manchester City.
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held the securi ty forces New Delhi. The Supreme Court today 
responsible for all those deaths.dismissed a plea seeking an 

independent probe into the alleged The petitioner added that he was 
killing of 17 tribals during an anti- evicted from the Naxal-
Naxal operation in Chhattisgarh in dominated area after he filed the 
2009. petition.The centre, meanwhile, 

has claimed that they were killed A bench of Justices A M Khanwilkar 
by Naxalites.and J B Pardiwala also imposed a 

fine of ? five lakh on the petitioner Centre in its plea had said that the 
and social activist Himanshu petition was filed by individuals 
Kumar. The fine will be deposited and organiza t ions  under  
with Supreme Court Legal Services conspiracy on the basis of false 

that his petition is based on the authority, the Bench said.The and fabricated evidence. Centre 
testimonies he received from villagers Supreme Court, however, rejected said the plea by the activist was filed to 
about the anti-Naxal operation in Centre's plea to pursue a perjury case prevent the security forces from taking 
Dantewada district in 2009 during against the petitioner for giving false action against the leftists either by 
which 17 villagers were killed in three evidence in court.Petitioner Himanshu falsely accusing them or from bringing 
separate incidents.Kumar, who runs Vanvasi Chetna the leftists to court based on a 

Ashram in Dantewada, had claimed Mr Kumar had claimed that the villagers fabricated story of persecution.

NEWS BOX

Even Shah Jahan didn’t invite quotation to build Taj Mahal: 
Goa minister defends norm violation charge

Chhattisgarh Tribals' Killing: Activist's 
Plea Rejected, Fined ? 5 Lakhs

includes any aspersions made New Delhi. 'Jumlajeevi', 'baal 
against the Chair in both the buddhi', 'Covid spreader' and 
houses in either English or 'Snoopga te '  have  jo ined  
Hindi, which shall be considered everyday expressions like 
unpar l iamentary  and are  'ashamed', 'abused, 'betrayed', 
expunged from the records of 'corrupt', 'drama', 'hypocrisy' and 
Parliament.'incompetent' in a list of words 

deemed unfit for parliament A quick look at some of the words 
ahead of a new session starting listed as unparliamentary:
Monday. 'Bloodshed', 'bloody', 'betrayed', 

Triggering instant protests from 'ashamed', 'abused', 'cheated, 
opposition lawmakers who say it ' chamcha ' ,  ' chamchagir i ' ,  
will impede their ability to 'chelas', 'childishness', 'corrupt', 
critique the government, the Lok ' c o w a r d ' ,  ' c r i m i n a l '  a n d  
Sabha secretariat has issued a 'crocodile tears', 'disgrace', 
n e w  b o o k l e t  l i s t i n g  'donkey', 'drama', 'eyewash', 
unparliamentary words for both ' f u d g e ' ,  ' h o o l i g a n i s m ' ,  
houses. 'hypocrisy', ' incompetent',  

'm i s l ead ' ,  ' l i e ' ,  ' un t rue ' ,  The booklet, that comes ahead of 
'anarchist', 'gaddar', 'girgit', the Monsoon session beginning 

'nautanki', 'dhindora peetna' and Derek O'Brien throwing an open hypocrisy?" 'goons ' ,  'ghadiyali  ansu' ,  Monday, says words like 
'behri sarkar' will also face the challenge, saying he would The Lok Sabha secretariat's list 'apmaan', 'asatya', 'ahankaar', ' a n a r c h i s t ' ,  ' S h a k u n i ' ,  
same treatment. However, the continue to use the words. includes a caveat that some 'corrupt', 'kala din', 'kala bazaari', ' d ic ta to r ia l ' ,  ' t aanashah ' ,  
Rajya Sabha Chairman and the Trinamool MP Mahua Moitra words may not be deemed 'khareed farokht', 'danga', 'dalal', 'taanashahi', 'Jaichand', 'vinash 
Lok Sabha Speaker will have the tweeted, "You mean I can't stand unparliamentary unless read in 'daadagiri', 'dohra charitra', purush', 'Khalistani' and 'khoon 
last word in expunging words up in Lok Sabha & talk of how conjunction with the other 'bechara', 'bobcut', 'lollypop', se kheti' would also be expunged 
and expressions. Indians have been betrayed by expressions spoken during the 'vishwasghat', 'samvedanheen', if used during debates or 

an incompetent government The diktat sparked outrage in the parliamentary proceedings. 'foolish', 'pitthu', 'behri sarkar', otherwise.
who should be ashamed of their opposition, with Trinamool's and 'sexual harassment'.The list of expressions also 'Dohra charitra', 'nikamma', 

From 'Corrupt' To 'Jumlajeevi', Words 
Banned In Parliament. Cue Backlash

certainly visited the Taj Mahal New Delhi. Goa Art and Culture 
in Agra. Its construction began Minister Govind Gaude on 
in 1632 and completed in 1653. Wednesday sought to defend his 
But even today it looks department’s action of allotting 
beautiful and everlasting.” the renovation work of the iconic 
“Why do you think it is so? Kala Academy building in 
Because Shah Jahan didn’t Panaji, saying that Shah Jahan 
invite quotations when building had not invited quotation to 
the Taj Mahal and for 390 years construct the Taj Mahal.
it remains as it was,” he added.He made the statement while 

Sardesai had alleged that the speaking during the ongoing 
department had given the work monsoon session of the state 
of renovation to Techton Legislative Assembly. renovate the Kala Academy building in 

Buildcons Private Limited by violating Speaking during the Question Hour, Goa the state capital.
t h e  C e n t r a l  P u b l i c  Wo r k s  Forward Party (GFP) MLA Vijai Defending his action, Gaude said, “Taj 
Department’s manual.Sardesai sought to know why certain Mahal is ever lasting and beautiful 

Taj Mahal was built by Mughal emperor procedures were bypassed by the Art because Shah Jahan did not ask for 
Shah Jahan in memory of his wife and Culture Department while quotation to construct it in Agra. My 
Mumtaz Mahal.allotting Rs 49 crore work order to esteemed colleague must have 

New Delhi.India recorded 20,139 new Covid-19 cases 
in the last 24 hours, 19.1 per cent higher than the 
previous day. This brings the total number of cases to 
4,36,89,989 according to the Union Health Ministry 
data updated on Thursday. The death toll climbed to 
5,25,557 with 38 new fatalities reported in the country 
in the last 24 hours.

The top five states where 62.56 per cent of the cases 
were reported were Kerala, West Bengal, 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. Kerala 
alone is responsible for 17.6 per cent of the cases.

Meanwhile, a total of 16,482 patients recovered fully, 
which brings the total recoveries to 4,30,28,356 
across the country. India's recovery rate now stands at 
98.49 per cent. A total of 13,44,714 Covid vaccine 
doses were administered within that period, which 
brings the total tally of doses administered to 
1,99,27,27,559.

India records 20,139 fresh 
Covid cases, 38 deaths in 
one day

Centre upgrades security 
of Kumar Vishwas to Y-
plus category
New Delhi.The security of former AAP leader Kumar 

Vishwas has been upgraded from Y to Y-plus by the 
Ministry of Home Affairs. According to MHA sources, 
this security category will be given to him across the 
country. MHA upgraded Kumar Vishwas’ security 
based on a report by the Intelligence Bureau. Kumar 
earlier enjoyed Y category security.

In the Y-plus security, 11 commandos of the Armed 
Police are deployed. Out of the 11, five static police 
personnel will live in and around the VIP's house for 
security. Also, there are six Protective Service Officers 
(PSO) guard in three shifts.

Opposition lawmakers say the Lok Sabha secretariat's new booklet listing 
unparliamentary words will impede their ability to critique the government.

Aviation Body Asks 
Transgender Trainee 
Pilot To Reapply For 

Medical Test
New Delhi. Aviation regulator DGCA today asked 

transgender trainee pilot Adam Harry to reapply for 
a medical test to get a commercial pilot license.

The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
said media reports that Adam Harry - a transman 
from Kerala - has been denied permission by the 
regulator to get a commercial pilot license were not 
true.

"In fact, there are no restrictions on transgender 
people to obtain pilot license and ratings; subject to 
the individual ensuring compliance of relevant 
provisions of age, educational qualifications, 
medical fitness, knowledge experience etc. among 
other things as specified in Aircraft Rules, 1937," it 
said in a statement. Transgender personnel can be 
issued a fit medical assessment, provided there are 
no associated medical, psychiatric, or psychological 
conditions, the DGCA noted.

"Use of hormonal replacement therapy (to change 
gender from female to male) is not disqualifying if 
the applicant has no adverse symptoms or 
reactions," it said. However, flying duties are not 
permitted while the dose of hormonal treatment is 
being stabilised or until an adequate physiological 
response has been achieved and the dose no longer 
needs changing, it added.

The DGCA said it follows the same procedure as that 
of US aviation regulator FAA when a transgender 
person - who is under hormone therapy - undergoes 
a medical test for a commercial pilot license.

When Adam Harry applied for a medical test in 
January 2020, his medical reports observed that he 
is undergoing hormone therapy for a change of 
gender from female to male and therapy had to 
continue, it said. Moreover, the mental health report 
submitted by him was not complete, it added.

Therefore, he was undeclared temporarily medical 
unfit for a period of six months to complete the 
hormone therapy, the DGCA said.

Adam Harry got his medical test done in August 2020 
while he was off hormone therapy and was 
physiologically female, it said. Therefore, he was 
issued a medical certificate - which was valid till 
August 23, 2022 - on his then sexuality and name 
Aisha TS, it mentioned.

The regulator said Adam Harry has not completed the 
required hours of flying - using his student pilot 
license - so as to be eligible for a commercial pilot 
license."Rajiv Gandhi Academy for Aviation 
Technology has indicated that Mr Adam Harry was 
not issued student pilot license owning to 
inadequate attendance for ground classes," it said.

The Goa minister was responding to the Opposition’s allegation that the renovation work of iconic Kala 

Academy in Panaji was given to an agency on a nomination basis without a due tender process.

A bench of  Justices A M Khanwilkar and J B Pardiwala also imposed a fine of  ? five lakh on the 
petitioner and social activist Himanshu Kumar.

5 Arrested For Making Fake Passport For Sidhu Moose Wala Killing Conspirator

Navneet, Somnath, and the woman were said.Siddhu provided four photos to New Delhi. Police have nabbed five people, 
also apprehended, the DCP said. Kumar and approached him to procure a including a woman, for allegedly helping a 

few fake passports, including one for nephew of Lawrence Bishnoi in procuring a During interrogation, Sarkar revealed that 
Thapan.fake passport, officials said on Wednesday. he was in touch with criminals, especially 

with members of Lawrence Bishnoi gang. According to the deal, ? 1.70 lakh was fixed According to police, the accused helped Sachin 
He helped Thapan get a fake passport with for each passport. Later, Kumar Thapan and other gangsters get fake 
forged documents, made in the name of approached Sarkar and made four fake passports. Thapan, a nephew of Bisnoi, was 
one Tilak Raj Toteja, a resident of Sangam passports, including that of Thapan, on allegedly involved in the conspiracy for 
Vihar, police said.Each member of the the basis of fake IDs, they said.murder of Punjabi singer Siddu Moosewala. 
gang played an instrumental role in He later fled the country. Somnath had come to Delhi in 2018 and had 
forging the passports or procuring fake been living at Navneet's, at his maternal Anmol Bishnoi and Sachin Thapan plotted the 
documents, it was revealed. uncle's, house in Tughlakabad Extension.murder of Moosewala. They hired shooters, 

Arjit Kumar asked Rahul to get the Indian provided them with equipment and later fled On direction of Navneet seven months ago, 
passport made with fake ID. They the country using fake passports, police said. he filed an online form and completed 
charged ? 1.5 lakh per passport, police biometric process for Sarkar on the basis The accused have been identified as Rahul 
said. of Toteja's voter ID, which as fake, police Sarkar, 27, Arjit Kumar, 55, Navneet 

Sarkar used his own house address in said.Prajapati, 33, Somnath Prajapati, 33, and a 
making the fake passport.27-year-old woman, they said. The woman was in contact with Kumar and 

Around a year ago, Sarkar got a fake voter Sarkar, both. She was the connecting link On July 4, police got a tip-off regarding 
ID and Aadhaar card made in the name of between them, they said. One pistol with movement of Sarkar, who was in contact with 
one Tilak Raj Toteja from a man named two live cartridges, two laptops, four the members of Lawrence Bishnoi gang. A 
Navneet, who ran an Aadhaar centre in mobile phones, one Wifi dongle, and bio-trap was laid near Saket Metro Station foot-
Tughlaqabad Extension area, and is also metric instruments used at the time of over-bridge to nab him.
Somnath's uncle, they said.Toteja was the making Aadhaar Cards etc were As police lay in their wait, a car was spotted 
previous landlord of the property which is recovered from their possession, police centre for routine Aadhaar-related work, they the Toteja's name, they said.near the bridge and its driver was signalled to 
currently in possession of Sarkar's family. added.The Delhi Police had on Saturday said said. An agent from Gujarat introduced Arjit Kumar stop, but he accelerated and tried to flee.
The fact that electricity bill still comes in one of the key conspirators in Moosewala's Sarkar approached Navneet seven months ago to one Deep Siddhu, who introduced himself However, the driver, Sarkar, was overtaken and 
Toteja's name, gave Sarkar the idea to use his killing had fled from India over a month with an offer to prepare another Aadhaar in as a resident of Ukraine. He contacted Kumar apprehended, Deputy Commissioner of 
id, police said. Sarkar knew Navneet for last before the incident. Moosewala was shot Toteja's name and offered him ? 15,000. calling him on WhatsApp using an Police (south) Benita Mary Jaiker said.
the five years as he used to send clients to his dead in Punjab's Mansa district on May 29.Sarkar already had obtained a voter ID card in international mobile phone number, police At his instance, his other accomplices, Kumar, 

According to police, the accused helped Sachin Thapan and other gangsters get fake passports

Appoint "Chief Economic 
Astrologer": P 
Chidambaram's Dig At N 
Sitharaman
New Delhi. Senior Congress leader P Chidambaram on 

Thursday said Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
has called the planets to the rescue of the economy after 
giving up hope in her own skills and that of her 
economic advisers. His swipe at Ms Sitharaman came 
after she had on Tuesday retweeted images unveiled by 
NASA from its new powerful space telescope.

"We are not 
surprised that 
the Finance 
M i n i s t e r  
t w e e t e d  
pictures of 
Jupiter, Pluto 
and Uranus 
on the day 
w h e n  
I n f l a t i o n  

printed at 7.01% and unemployment printed at 7.8%," 
Mr Chidambaram tweeted.

"After giving up hope in her own skills and the skills of 
her economic advisers, the FM has called the planets to 
the rescue of the economy," the former finance 
minister said. To begin with, she should appoint a new 
"CEA:  Chief  Economic  Ast ro loger" ,  Mr  
Chidambaram added. The Congress on Wednesday 
had hit out at Sitharaman, saying she is more interested 
in Uranus and Pluto than in steering the country's 
economy towards recovery.

New Delhi, Friday, 15 July, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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